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ABSTRACT 
Spider dragline silk is an outstanding biopolymer with a strength that exceeds 
steel by weight and a toughness greater than high-performance fibers like Kevlar. For this 
reason, structural and dynamic studies on the spider silk is of great importance for devel-
oping future biomaterials. The spider dragline silk comprises two silk proteins, Major 
ampullate Spidroin 1 and 2 (MaSp1 and 2), which are synthesized and stored in the major 
ampullate (MA) gland of spiders. The initial state of the silk proteins within Black Wid-
ow MA glands was probed with solution-state NMR spectroscopy. The conformation de-
pendent chemical shifts information indicates that the silk proteins are unstructured and 
in random coil conformation. 15N relaxation parameters, T1, T2 and 15N-{1H} steady-state 
NOE were measured to probe the backbone dynamics for MA silk proteins. These meas-
urements indicate fast sub-nanosecond timescale backbone dynamics for the repetitive 
core of spider MA proteins indicating that the silk proteins are unfolded, highly flexible 
random coils in the MA gland. The translational diffusion coefficients of the spider silk 
proteins within the MA gland were measured using 1H diffusion NMR at 1H sites from 
different amino acids. A phenomenon was observed where the measured diffusion coeffi-
cients decrease with an increase in the diffusion delay used. The mean displacement 
along the external magnetic field was found to be 0.35 µm and independent of the diffu-
sion delay. The results indicate that the diffusion of silk protein was restricted due to in-
termolecular cross-linking with only segmental diffusion observable. 
To understand how a spider converts the unfolded protein spinning dope into a 
highly structured and oriented in the super fiber,the effect of acidification on spider silk 
assembly was investigated on native spidroins from the major ampullate (MA) gland flu-
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id excised from Latrodectus hesperus (Black Widow) spiders. The in vitro spider silk as-
sembly kinetics were monitored as a function of pH with a 13C solid-state Magic Angle 
Spinning (MAS) NMR approach. The results confirm the importance of acidic pH in the 
spider silk self-assembly process with observation of a sigmoidal nucleation-elongation 
kinetic profile. The rates of nucleation and elongation and the percentage of β-sheet 
structure in the grown fibers depend on pH.  
The secondary structure of the major ampullate silk from Peucetia viridians 
(Green Lynx) spiders was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and solid-state NMR 
spectroscopy. From XRD measurement, β-sheet nano-crystallites were observed that are 
highly oriented along the fiber axis with an orientational order of 0.980. Compare to the 
crystalline region, the amorphous region was found to be partially oriented with an orien-
tational order of 0.887. Further, two dimensional 13C-13C through-space and through-bond 
solid-state NMR experiments provide structural analysis for the repetitive amino acid 
motifs in the silk proteins. The nano-crystallites are mainly alanine-rich β-sheet structures. 
The total percentage of crystalline region is determined to be 40.0±1.2 %. 18±1 % of 
alanine, 60±2 % glycine and 54±2 % serine are determined to be incorporated into hel-
ical conformations while 82±1 % of alanine, 40±3 % glycine and 46±2 % serine are in 
the β-sheet conformation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
General Introduction 
1.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
1.1.1 Introduction to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
Nuclear magnetic resonance is the essential phenomenon of NMR spectroscopy, 
which was first experimentally observed by Bloch et al. and Purcell et al. in 1946 [1, 2]. 
Nuclear magnetism originates from nuclear spin angular momentum. Spin is an intrinsic 
property of the nuclei, however, not all nuclei have a non-zero spin angular momentum. 
In other words, only nuclei with non-zero spin angular momentums are NMR-active. 
Even with this limitation, the NMR-active nuclei with reasonable natural abundance 
make NMR a technique that is practical for most systems of interest.  
When a spin is placed in the external magnetic field, the energy level of the spins 
will split and the splitting is known as the nuclear Zeeman splitting. For spin I = 1/2, the 
splitting results in two sub energy levels and the energy difference between the two states 
can be described by 
ΔE = γћ B0                                                                                                       Equation 1.1 
Whereγ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the spin and B0 is the external magnetic field. As 
shown in Figure 1.1 A, the energy splitting of the two states is directly proportional to the 
external magnetic field for the same spin. And each spin in the magnetic field is under 
rotational motion called precession (Figure 1.1 B). The frequency of the precession is 
known as the Larmor frequency (resonance frequency) defined by 
ω = γB0                                                                                                           Equation 1.2 
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Figure 1.1. (A) Nuclear Zeeman splitting for Spin 1/2.  (B) Spin precession in external magnetic 
field B0. 
For the same spin in the same external magnetic field, the Larmor frequency is constant if 
the local magnetic field that each spin experiences is the same. However, this is barely 
the case in real life. In practice, each same spin can experience slightly different magnetic 
field due to their different chemical environments that lead to slightly different resonance 
frequencies. The ability for NMR to detect the changes in the local magnetic field results 
in the significant resolution in the frequency domain. 
The rich information that NMR can provide lies on the precise manipulation of 
nuclear spins. The spin manipulation is achieved by applying a second magnetic field, B1 
perpendicular to the external magnetic field (the direction of which is usually referred as 
the z direction), which is generated by applying radio-frequency (rf) pulses. Although it 
is not possible to accurately describe the physical picture of the influence of nuclear spins 
from the rf pulses, the most successful model to explain this process was established by 
Bloch [3]. In Bloch’s formulism, the bulk magnetization is treated as the vector sum of 
all the spins angular momentums in a sample. The bulk magnetization at the equilibrium 
state has only a longitudinal (z) component with the transverse component averaged out. 
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The detectable NMR magnetization is only the magnetization in the transverse (xy) plane, 
thus rf pulses are often applied to rotate the bulk magnetization to the xy plane. 
With the basic ideas of NMR being established, exciting developments in both 
theory and hardware were achieved during the last few decades. The invention of Fourier 
transform (FT) NMR with rf pulses replaced the earlier continuous wave NMR approach-
es [4]. The short rf pulses applied can excite spins in a wide range of frequency simulta-
neously and the following free induction decay can be digitized and recorded by comput-
er, which can be further transformed into information in the frequency domain by fast 
Fourier transform. Thus, the efficiency of collecting a NMR spectrum was significantly 
improved. But even with the high resolution that NMR has, sometimes it is still very 
challenging to resolve all signals in a one-dimensional (1D) spectrum. The resolution of 
NMR was revolutionarily improved with the discovery of two-dimensional NMR spec-
troscopy [5]. From then on, there was an explosion of advancements for the applications 
of NMR. The applicability of NMR has already been illustrated for samples in both the 
solid-phase and solution-phase [1, 2]. Therefore, NMR was widely applied in the field of 
solid-state physics, material science and chemistry. However, in the early days, the appli-
cation of solution-state NMR was only limited to small molecules until the first protein 
structure was solved by homonuclear 2D NMR spectroscopy [6]. Since then, exciting de-
velopments towards the application of NMR on biomolecular systems were made with 
technical advancements in multi-dimensional NMR [7]. NMR then became an indispen-
sable tool in structural biology and complimentary to the X-ray crystallography [8]. Be-
sides protein structural information that NMR can provide, compared to X-ray crystallog-
raphy, NMR can also provide dynamic information about the proteins across a wide 
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range of time scales [9]. In this chapter, I will further discuss the related NMR techniques 
used in my dissertation. 
1.1.2 Solution-state NMR Techniques for Protein Structure and Dynamics 
As has been emphasized in biochemistry and structural biology, the function of a 
protein is highly dependent on the protein structure. Therefore, there is a great interest in 
high-resolution structural information for numerous of proteins in biological systems. 
The only technique that can provide such information is X-ray crystallography before the 
development of NMR spectroscopy. Since not all proteins can be easily crystallized, the 
first protein structure solved by NMR in solution demonstrated the ability of NMR as a 
structural tool in biochemistry. Two primary types of key structural information are pro-
vided by NMR. One is the chemical shift, which is extremely sensitive to the differences 
in local chemical environments of spins and thus can provide rich information about the 
secondary structures that spin-bearing nuclei are adopting in the protein [10-13]. The oth-
er one is the spatial information between two nuclei obtained through the Nuclear Over-
hauser Effects (NOE) [14], which is important for determining the tertiary structure of the 
protein. The extraction of these two pieces of information from the NMR spectrum large-
ly depends on the accurate and efficient assignment of each resonance from the protein 
residues. Although the introduction to the 2D correlational NMR spectroscopy made it 
possible to assign the NMR spectrum of proteins by expanding the spectrum resolution 
with another chemical shift dimension as well as providing information of spin correla-
tion through chemical bonds (J-coupling), the commonly used scheme in the early day 
for solving the protein structure was a combination of the 2D 1H-1H COrrelation Spec-
troscopY (COSY) and 2D 1H-1H Nuclear Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY (NOESY). As 
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shown in Figure 1.2, an example of COSY and NOESY spectra for the circular peptide 
gramicidin S, the chemical shift and NOE information can be extracted from the two 
spectra, however, it is already time consuming and difficult to make unambiguous as-
signment for a small symmetric peptide with only 10 residues. The ambiguity mainly 
comes from the overlap of 1H peaks from all residues due to the narrow dispersion of 
chemical shifts for 1H. Compared to 1H, other meaningful nuclei include 13C and 15N in 
the protein molecules that have much wider chemical shift dispersion than 1H due to the 
larger electron density around the nuclei. Therefore, in order to achieve faster assignment 
with improved accuracy, NMR experiments with spin correlation between 1H, 13C and 
15N are required for solving the structure of more complex biomolecules. 
1.1.2.1 Procedures for Solving Protein Structure with Solution-state NMR 
Due to the low natural abundance of 13C and 15N (~ 1 % for 13C and ~ 0.4 % for 
15N compared to 99.9 % for 1H), to acquire NMR spectrum of 13C and 15N with decent 
signal to noise (S/N) ratio, isotope enrichment of the protein sample is required for NMR 
experiments. For isotope enrichment, mature procedures such as expressing the target 
protein in escherichia coli (E. coli) with isotope labeled minimal media [15] can be used 
to achieve uniform high percentage of 13C and 15N enrichment in the expressed proteins. 
Rather than exciting the 13C and 15N spins directly, indirect excitation through the elec-
tron J-coupling was normally used. Indirect excitation through the method of Insensitive 
Nuclei Enhanced by Polarization Transfer (INEPT) [16] is extensively used as a building 
block for heteronuclear multi-dimensional NMR experiments, where the 1H spin popula-
tion is directly excited and the polarization is transferred in the xy plane to the other nu-
clei through the spin-spin J-coupling. The degree of polarization enhancement is determi- 
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Figure 1.2. (A) molecular structure of gramicidin S.  (B) the 2D COSY spectrum and (C) the 2D 
NOESY spectrum of gramicidin S in d6-DMSO.  
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ned by the ratio of the gyromagnetic ratios (γH/γX) and for the case of 1H-15N pair, the 
enhancement is ~ 10 times. Due to wider chemical shift dispersion and better polarization 
enhancement through INEPT, 15N nuclei is the ideal second dimension in addition to the 
1H dimension in a 2D NMR spectrum for a protein molecule. Therefore, the 2D hetero-
nuclear correlation spectrum between 1H and 15N, which is the Heteronuclear Single 
Quantum Coherence (HSQC) spectrum [17, 18], becomes the blueprint of solving protein 
structure among all NMR experiments. Figure 1.3 shows the 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectrum 
of uniformly 13C and 15N labeled protein GB1 domain and each cross peak shown in the 
spectrum represent one 1H-15N pair for a given GB1 residue. Hence, beside the 1H-15N 
pair from the side chain amino acids, each of other cross peaks in the HSQC spectrum 
comes from the backbone amide 1H-15N of one residue in the protein. 
Further assignment of the 2D 15N HSQC spectrum remains impossible until a 
third dimension of 13C is introduced. So three-dimensional (3D) NMR experiments that 
correlate three nuclei (1H, 13C and 15N) are applied. There are numerous 3D triple reso-
nance NMR experiments are available for backbone chemical shift assignments of pro-
teins, the most fundamental one is the 3D HNCA experiment [19-21]. This experiment 
correlates the amide 1H of residue i with its amide 15N and 13Cα as well as the 13Cα of its 
previous residue (i- 1) (Figure 1.4 A). Therefore, for each cross peak in the 2D15N HSQC 
spectrum, its representing amino acid can be identified by the distinguishable 13C chemi-
cal shift extracted from the 2D slice of 1H-13C correlation spectrum at the corresponding 
15N plane in the 3D HNCA experiment. Since in each 2D 1H-13Cslice, the 13C chemical 
shift for the previous residue is also available, the full sequential walk can be made 
through all 2D 1H-13C slices and the primary sequence of the protein can be probed. In p- 
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Figure 1.3.2D 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectrum of the uniformly 13C, 15N labeled protein GB1 do-
main in 10/90 D2O/H2O. 
ractice, when more complex proteins are investigated, additional 3D triple resonance ex-
periments are needed to make complete and unambiguous backbone chemical shift as-
signment. 
Normally, after the full sequential assignment on the backbone chemical shifts for 
the protein, the chemical shift information for 1HN, 15N, 13Cα, 13CO and 13Cβ are available 
for each residue in the protein. Since the chemical shift is very sensitive to the local 
chemical environment that each spin experiences, the backbone secondary structure for 
each residue can be predicted by comparing the measured chemical shift with an empiri-
cal database [22]. However, the assignments on the side chains of residues are still miss-
ing. Before obtaining the spatial information between intra- or intermolecular spins, a 
complete assignment of the spins on the side chains is needed. And the side chain as-
signment is often done with the aid of 3D HCCH COSY or 4D HCCH TOCSY (TOtal 
correlation SpectrscopY) [23, 24], where the 1H homonuclear correlation (COSY or 
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Figure 1.4. (A)Polarization transfer in 3D HNCA experiments. (B) Illustration of the 2D 1H-13C 
slices extracted from one 3D HNCA experiments. 
TOCSY) within the spin system of certain residue is separated by the direct-bonded one 
or two 13C dimension(s). 
The spatial information from NMR is based on the NOE effect (which will be ex-
plained later in this section), which originates from the spin dipolar interaction. The dipo-
lar interaction is distance dependent; therefore, the correlation between the signal intensi-
ty from the NOE effect and the distance of the two spins can be quantitatively established. 
The assignment of the NOESY cross peaks are usually achieved from 13C or 15N edited 
NOESY experiments such as NOESY-HSQC. Hundreds to thousands of NOE peaks are 
extracted from such experiments depending on the size of the protein and each cross peak 
provides one distance restraint to constrain the tertiary structure of the protein. Computer 
software packages such as cyana and Xplor-NIH [25, 26] are available for processing and 
calculating the massive spatial information obtained from the NOESY experiment. The 
calculated structure is often further validated with updated NOESY assignment to render 
the finalized 3D structure for the protein. 
1.1.2.2 Spin relaxation and Protein Backbone Dynamics 
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NMR is a very powerful tool in structural biology with its atomic level resolution. 
In addition, it is also applicable to investigate the molecular motion on a wide range of 
time scales in combination with its high resolution [27]. As shown in Figure 1.5, NMR is 
capable of detecting molecular motions on a time scale from picoseconds to seconds from 
different NMR experiments. In this section, only motions in microsecond to picoseconds 
regime are discussed, which include motions such as protein overall tumbling, backbone 
and side chain conformational dynamics. 
To explain how NMR can be used to probe molecular dynamics, one of the most 
fundamental phenomenon in NMR has to be introduced, relaxation. Like any spectrosco-
py, spins at equilibrium state (ground state) are first excited into the excited  
 
Figure 1.5.Timescales of molecular dynamics can be studied by NMR experiments 
state, and the signal of the spectrum originates from the energy change from the excited 
state back to the ground state. The mechanism by which the spins return to the ground 
state is called relaxation. Relaxation is an intrinsic phenomenon that every spin under-
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goes after a rf pulse is applied. The two most common relaxation times in NMR are 
called the spin-lattice (T1) relaxation and spin-spin (T2) relaxation. 
The spin-lattice relaxation or T1 is the relaxation behavior that describes the way 
the bulk magnetization returns to the z direction after being excited to the xy plane by rf 
pulses (Figure 1.6 A). The time constant for the bulk magnetization along the z direction 
to relax back from zero to certain degree (1-1/e) is defined as T1 relaxation time. There-
fore, the spin-lattice relaxation is also known as the T1 relaxation. Besides the relaxation 
in the z direction, there is also a relaxation in the transverse (xy) plane (Figure 1.6 B). 
Since there is no residual magnetization in the xy plane at equilibrium, the bulk magneti-
zation in the xy plane resulting from the rf pulse will eventually return to zero. The spin 
coherence fades away with time when the spins fan out in the xy plane through spin-spin 
relaxation. And the time constant associated with how fast this coherence loss occurs is 
called T2 relaxation time. 
The third relaxation is known as the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE). The NOE 
effect is a phenomenon when a spin is excited by rf pulses at its resonance frequency, the 
energy of the spin can be transferred to other spins that are spatially close to it (Figure 1.6 
C). The process of energy transfer through space is also a behavior of relaxation. Unlike 
the T1 or T2 relaxations, which are through single quantum pathways, the NOE can go 
through zero-quantum or double quantum pathways, and thus is known as the cross re-
laxation.  
For spin 1/2 nuclei, the relaxation phenomenon is mainly controlled by two mech-
anisms, dipolar interactions and the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). The dipolar interac-
tion (coupling) is a spin-spin interaction between the magnetic fields of the spins from 
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their dipole moments. Compared to the J-coupling, which is the spin-spin interaction that 
is through bond, the dipolar coupling is a through-space interaction. Since dipolar cou-
pling constant is directly proportional to the coefficient of  
!!!!!!!!!!"! , where 𝜇! is the vacuum 
permeability, 𝑟!" is the average distance between the two spins, the dipolar coupling con-
stant is directly proportional to the  𝑟!"!!, therefore, it can be used to quantify the distance 
between the two spins. The max effective distance for the dipolar interaction between two 
spins is 5~6 angstroms. The chemical shift is the electron-nuclei interaction caused by the 
shielding effect from the magnetic field induced from the electrons orbiting around cer-
tain nuclei. Since the distribution of the electron density is not isotropic, there is anisotro-
py for the chemical shift. Both dipolar interaction and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) 
are very sensitive to the local magnetic field fluctuations. And the magnetic field fluctua-
tion is related to the local spin dynamics. Therefore, the dynamic motions of the spins can 
be related to the dipolar interaction and CSA and the relaxation parameters such as T1, T2 
and NOE contain the dynamic information. 
To extract dynamic information from the relaxation parameters, a proper model 
has to be applied. In general, the three parameters can be expressed in the following for-
mulas [28], 𝑇!!! = 1 4𝑑! 𝐽 𝜔! − 𝜔! + 3𝐽 𝜔! + 6𝐽 𝜔! + 𝜔! + 𝑐!𝐽 𝜔!                    Equation 1.3 𝑇!!! == 1 8𝑑! 4𝐽 0 + 𝐽 𝜔! − 𝜔! + 3𝐽 𝜔! + 6𝐽 𝜔! + 6𝐽 𝜔! + 𝜔!  + 𝑐! 6 3𝐽 𝜔! + 4𝐽 0                                                                                   Equation 1.4 
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Figure 1.6.Illustration of the relaxation processes, (A) T1; (B) T2; and (C) NOE 
 𝑁𝑂𝐸 = 1+ 1 4𝑑! 𝛾! 𝛾!{6𝐽 𝜔! + 𝜔! − 𝐽 𝜔! − 𝜔! }𝑇!                              Equation 1.5 
where 𝑑! = 0.1  𝛾!!𝛾!!ℏ!𝑟!"!!, 𝑐! = 2 15 𝛾!!𝐵!!(𝜎∥ − 𝜎!)!, and 𝑑 is the dipolar interaction 
constant while 𝑐 is the CSA constant.𝐽 𝜔  is the spectral density function and 𝜔 is the 
Larmor frequency. The spectral density function can be used to quantify the contribution 
to the spin dynamics from the motion at a certain frequency (𝜔). Therefore, as shown in 
the equations above, to extract the dynamic information from the relaxation parameters, 
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the expression of spectral density function has to be defined. The expression formula for 
spectral density function is dependent on the specific model applied to a given system. 
The most popular model applied widely for well-structured globular proteins is the mod-
el-free (MF) model [29, 30], where no specific physical model has to be proposed before 
the application of the model to extract dynamic information. In the MF model, the spec-
tral density function is expressed in the following form, 𝐽 𝜔 = 𝑆!𝜏! 1+ 𝜔𝜏! ! + (1− 𝑆!) 𝜏! [1+ 𝜔𝜏! !]                             Equation 1.6 
where 𝑆! is the order parameter, 𝜏! is the overall correlation time and 𝜏! is the effective 
internal correlation time. There are two types of motions on different time scales that can 
be extracted from applying the MF model. The overall motion is the tumbling motion of 
the whole protein usually in the nanosecond time scale and the internal motion is the 
backbone fluctuations on a faster timescale of subnano- to picosecond. Since the assump-
tion for MF model is that the overall motion has to be independent of the internal motions, 
the timescales for the two motions have to be well separated. The order parameter, on the 
other hand, is used to quantify the amplitude of the motions with 𝑆! = 1 meaning com-
pletely rigid and 𝑆! = 0 meaning completely flexible. Once the experimental relaxation 
parameters are obtained, the dynamic parameters like 𝑆!, 𝜏! and 𝜏! can be extracted by 
the minimization of the difference between experimental relaxation parameter and theo-
retical parameters calculated using the equations above.  
1.1.3 Diffusion NMR 
Diffusion is a random translational molecular motion that originates from the in-
ternal thermal energy. The diffusion coefficient is used to quantify the behavior of diffu 
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sion which is controlled by the friction force between molecules. The friction force is one 
type 
 
Figure 1.7. (A) pulse sequence for PFG-SE NMR experiment; illustration of the states of spins in 
a sample in spin echo (B) and PFG-SE (C). 
of molecular interaction, which in turn contains rich structural and dynamic information. 
NMR has the ability to spatially label nuclear spins with the aid of pulse field gradient, 
therefore, NMR can be used to measure the diffusion coefficient of the molecule through 
the spin-bearing nuclei. 
1.1.3.1 Pulse field Gradient Spin Echo 
The most fundamental and simple pulse sequence applied in NMR spectroscopy 
to measure the diffusion coefficient is the pulse field gradient spin echo (PFG-SE) meth-
od [31] (Figure 1.7 A). The experiment contains two key elements with the first one be-
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ing the spin echo (Hahn echo) [32] phenomenon and the second one being the pulse field 
gradient. 
When the spins are flipped in the xy plane by a 90° pulse, the magnetization will 
start to dephase leading the bulk magnetization decrease in the xy plane. The direction of 
the “fan-out” behavior is fixed for each spin. After certain time period τ, a 180° pulse is 
applied to rotate the spins 180°, since the spins will continue to diphase in the same direc-
tion before the s 180° pulse, the resulting “fan-in” behavior will refocus the dephased 
magnetization in the xy plane after another time period τ. Therefore, an echo will form at 
2τ. In addition to the spin echo, a pulse field gradient is applied right after the 90° pulse 
and the magnetic field that each spin experiences will depend on their spatial position in 
the z direction. The change in the magnetic field disturb the dephasing behavior of the 
spins in the xy plane, in order to restore the effect from the first pulse field gradient, a 
second pulse field gradient is applied right after the 180° pulse with opposite direction to 
the first one. If there is no diffusion of the spins, the second gradient pulse will fully re-
store the effect from the first one, and leads to an unaffected echo to form at 2τ (Figure 
1.7 B). However, during the time period (∆) between the two gradient pulses, the posi-
tions of the spins change due to diffusion and the intensity of the echo is affected (Figure 
1.7 C). The decreased intensity of the echo is correlated to the gradient strength applied 
and the diffusion coefficient of the spin. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient for the spin 
can be probed by the PFG-SE NMR experiments. 
1.1.4 Solid-state NMR 
In solid-state NMR, the motions of the molecules are much slower compared to 
that in the solution-state NMR. As a result, anisotropic interactions are effectively aver-
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aged, as they would be in solution samples by the fast molecular tumbling motion. The 
major interactions are the dipolar interaction and chemical shift anisotropy for spin 1/2 
nuclei. The residual interactions provide us both a challenge and an ability to measure 
additional couplings that provide structural and dynamic information. On one hand, the 
spectrum of a solid sample will be extensively broadened by the residual interactions, 
leading to a poor resolution in solid-state NMR. On the other hand, since the motion of 
the molecule is relatively slow and the molecular information between spins in solid 
samples is more “fixed” than in solution samples, therefore, it is possible to extract more 
detailed information from solid-state NMR through the interpretation and measurement 
of these additional anisotropic interactions. In order to achieve this, advanced techniques 
were developed in solid-state NMR over the past few decades. 
1.1.4.1 Magic Angle Spinning 
To increase the spectral resolution of the solid-state NMR spectrum, the aniso-
tropic interactions have to be minimized. Magic angle spinning (MAS) is a method ap-
plied routinely in solid-state NMR to average anisotropic interactions. The CSA and di-
polar interaction both have an orientational term of (3𝑐𝑜𝑠!𝜃 − 1) in the Hamiltonian ex-
pressions. If the sample is placed incline at an angle of θR with respect to the external 
magnetic field (Figure 1.8). The averaged orientational term can be expressed as [33] < (3𝑐𝑜𝑠!𝜃 − 1) >=    !! (3𝑐𝑜𝑠!𝜃! − 1)(3𝑐𝑜𝑠!𝛽 − 1)                                     Equation 1.7 
where the angle 𝜃 and 𝛽 are defined in Figure 1.8. When the sample is spinning at an an-
gle of 54.74° , (3𝑐𝑜𝑠!𝜃! − 1) = 0 , and leads to the averaged orientational term (3𝑐𝑜𝑠!𝜃 − 1) = 0. Therefore, the MAS can effectively average the CSA and dipolar in-
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teractions, and significantly improve the spectral resolution in solid-state NMR to first 
order. 
1.1.4.2 Cross Polarization 
In a one pulse NMR experiment, the spins of interest are excited directly by a hard 
pulse then the free induction decay of the magnetization in the transverse plane is record- 
 
Figure 1.8. Illustration of the Magic Angle Spinning setup 
ed. For spins like 1H, 31P with high natural abundance (almost 100 %), this direct magnet-
ization excitation is often adequate enough. However, for spins like 13C or 15N, whose 
natural abundance are extremely low (~1.1 % and 0.4 %), the direct excitation is very in-
efficient. In addition, the dilute spins often have relatively long T1 times and the magneti-
zation takes long time to relax back to equilibrium, which requires long delays between 
each rf pulse. The cross-polarization (CP) is a good alternative for excitation that utilizes 
the heteronuclear dipolar interaction between two spins (usually one abundant and one 
dilute). In CP, the magnetization of the abundant spins is first excited directly and the 
magnetization can be further transferred to the dipolar coupled dilute spins. As a result, 
the excited magnetization of the dilute spins can be greatly increased by a factor of γ! γ!, 
where i stands for the abundant spin and j is for the dilute spin. Furthermore, the magnet-
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ization of the dilute spins will relax at the rate of the abundant spins, which is usually 
several times faster for the abundant spin typically 1H and thus allows one to collect more 
sensitive spectra within the same experimental time. 
In practice, after the direct excitation of the abundant spins, the CP is achieved by 
simultaneously applying spin-lock pulses on both channels (channels for the abundant 
spin and the dilute spin). The efficiency of the magnetization transfer is maximized at the 
Hartmann-Hahn (HH) condition [34] when γ!B! = γ!B!, where B is the spin lock pulse 
field strength. The HH condition is matched by holding the spin lock pulse field constant 
for one spin while varying the contact pulse field for another spin until the maximum in-
tensity is observed. And since CP is normally applied in conjunction with MAS in solid-
state NMR, the frequency of MAS can shift the matching condition by n times the fre-
quency of MAS, γ!B! = γ!B! +   n  F!"#, where n is non-zero integer and F!"# is the 
MAS frequency in kHz. To compensate the imperfect effect from MAS and hardware, 
the CP pulse on one channel is typically ramped to compensate for B1 field inhomogenei-
ty. 
1.2 Spider Silk 
1.2.1 Introduction to Spider Silk Materials 
Spiders are ancient arachnids that have evolved for millions of years. There are 
over 40,000 species reported and the one common feature they share is the ability to spin 
silk fibers. Spider silks are indispensable tools for spiders. They can produce up seven 
different types of silks, where the mechanical property of each silk is tailored for a specif-
ic purpose [35-37]. The orb-weaving spiders use silks to build their shelter, web for cap-
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turing prey and egg cases for protecting their off-spring [38]. The dragline silk (major 
ampullate silk) fiber exhibits impressive mechanical properties that exceed most of the 
 
Figure 1.9. (A) The pulse sequence for 1H-13C CP MAS experiment; (B) Effects of MAS fre-
quency on the matching condition. The results are from simulation on the adamantane molecule 
using spinevolution package. 
man-made materials (Table 1.1) [39]. The strength of the dragline silk is stronger than 
steel by weight and in addition, it also has impressive extensibility. The combination of 
the extreme strength and extensibility makes the toughness of spider dragline silk exceed-
ing any materials that have been discovered. Furthermore, since spider silk is mostly 
made of proteins, the bio-compatibility gives the silk great potentials for the medical ap-
plications. 
For such an amazing natural material, the possible applications for spider silk ac-
tually started early on when ancient people used spider silk for the purposes of making 
cloth to sealing wounds [37, 38]. However, it is primarily the past few decades that the 
potential for spider silk has really gained momentum. Since then, it rapidly became the 
intriguing topic across interdisciplinary fields [40-42]. The possible applications for syn-
thetic spider silk such as surgery sutures, bullet-proof vests or ropes for climbing have 
been discussed.  
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There are two major challenges for artificially produce synthetic spider silk mate-
rial. The first one is the raw material. Unlike the silkworms which also produce silk fibers, 
the spiders are predators which cannot be farmed [43]. Hence, large quantities of natural 
 
spider silk harvested from spiders as raw material are not achievable. In order to over-
come this problem, the cDNA sequences for the spider silk protein have been determined 
for the purpose of expressing the recombinant spider silk proteins in large amount [44-
49]. To date, the recombinant spider silk has been adequately expressed in bacteria and 
mammalian systems. However, it is still quite difficult to produce recombinant spider silk 
proteins with identical molecular weight, which can be a key factor for the strong me-
chanical properties. The second challenge is how to spin the raw material in a way that is 
similar or ideally better than spiders to produce fibers with comparable mechanical prop-
erties to native spider silk. There are a number of ways reported to artificially spin the 
raw material into fibers [40, 50, 51], but, the mechanical properties are still nowhere near 
native fibers. It is believed that the information about the molecular architecture of spider 
silk and how the spiders control the assembly of the spider silk proteins can provide cru-
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cial information to better improve the artificial spinning process and finally lead to fibers 
with comparable or superior mechanical properties. 
1.2.2 Molecular Architecture of Spider Silk  
There are two proteins in the spider dragline silk, major ampullate spidroin 1 
(MaSp1) and major ampullate spidroin 2 (MaSp2) [52-54]. They all have similar primary 
amino acid sequences where a very long and highly repetitive core region is flanked by 
two short and non-repetitive terminal domains [55, 56] (Figure 1.10). In the repetitive 
domain, several amino acid motifs are found to be highly conserved through the dragline 
silk proteins from different species, such as poly(Ala)n, poly(Gly-Ala)n, Gly-Gly-X (X 
can be Ala, Gln, Leu, Tyr, Ser) and Gly-Pro-Gly-X-X (X-X can be Gln-Gln or Gly-Tyr) 
[57-72]. The secondary structures of these motifs were studied by solid-state NMR spec-
troscopy and the results indicate there are three types of secondary structures that the silk 
proteins are adopting in spider silk fibers, the β-sheet (poly(Ala)n and poly(Gly-Ala)n) 
[57, 65, 67-72], helical (Gly-Gly-X) [58, 64, 66, 67] and the type II β-turn (Gly-Pro-Gly-
X-X) [70, 72]. Both wide-angle and small angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) was applied on 
the aligned spider silk fibers [59-63, 72-74]. XRD was used to determine that the crystal-
line regions are embedded in an amorphous matrix. The crystalline regions are on the na-
nometer length scale and from the ordered β-sheet regions of the spider silk while the rest 
of the proteins contribute to the amorphous background. The nanocrystals are aligned 
parallel to the fiber axis and the degree of alignment is nearly perfect, which is believed 
to impart spider silk its great strength. On the other hand, because the amorphous regions 
are formed of the helical and β-turn structures, these regions are thought to function as 
the nano-springs and thus contribute to the extensibility of spider silk. Therefore, rich 
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structural information on the molecular level for the silk proteins in the spider silk fibers 
is well established. However, the structure of the silk proteins in their initial state or in 
the silk glands has been far less studied.  
 
Figure 1.10. Partial amino acid sequences from the full sequence of the MaSp1 and MaSp2 of the 
Black Widow spider major ampullate silk. The unique amino acid motifs are color coded and 
their corresponding secondary structures are listed. 
1.2.3 Spider Silk Proteins in Silk Glands 
The entire spinning system that spiders utilize is the silk gland. It contains three 
regions, the tail region, lumen region and the duct region [75-77] (Figure 1.11). The spi-
der silk proteins are synthesized in the tail region of the silk gland [76]. Then the mature 
proteins are stored in a high concentration (~ 25 to 30 % by wt) [37] in the lumen region 
of the gland. Once the spiders need to spin silk fibers, they will transfer the silk proteins 
through the duct region and finally to the silk spinning organ, the spinneret, where silk 
fibers are extruded.  
To understand the process of how spiders spin silk fibers, two key questions have 
to be answered. Since the pre-condition of spider silk proteins in the gland can be very 
critical for the ideal starting materials, the first one question is how spiders can store such 
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a large biopolymer in a high concentration without pre-aggregation. The spider silk pro-
teins are thought to be unstructured [78-82] when stored in gland with the high concentra-
tions of 
 
Figure 1.11. Illustration of the spider spinning system, the silk gland where the silk proteins are 
synthesized, stored and assembled into spider silk fibers. 
chaotropic ions like Na+ and Cl- that prevent aggregation [83]. The complete randomness 
of the backbone of silk proteins in the glands cannot be fit into the picture that the transi-
tion from the disordered state inside silk gland to the highly ordered state in the silk fiber 
only takes a few milliseconds. Even though the biopolymer chains are unstructured, there 
still may be higher order assemblies of the random coil chains or intermediate partially 
folded states. The liquid crystal and micelle models are the most popular ones [84, 85]. 
And the recent results of the dimerization of the structured terminal regions from recom-
binant spider silk proteins provide one possible mechanism for spider silk assembly [86-
91]. The second question is how the silk proteins assemble into such a highly ordered 
state so rapidly. The mystery takes place within the duct and spinneret region where the 
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silk proteins experience a combination of biochemical condition changes including ion 
concentration changes, pH decrease, dehydration and mechanical shearing effects [75, 83, 
92]. It is widely accepted that the changes in physicochemical conditions assist the sec-
ondary structure formation as well as the alignment of the β-sheet components [93-97]. In 
this thesis, our results provide insight information that provides better understanding of 
the two questions mentioned above. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Exploring the Backbone Dynamics of Black Widow Silk Glands Proteins with Solution-
state NMR Spectroscopy 
2.1 Introduction 
Spiders have envolved over three hundred millions years the ability to spin up to 
six different silks from their spinnerets that have a diverse range of mechanical properties 
[1-3]. Major ampullate (MA) or dragline spider silk is a proteinaceous fiber with a 
combination of high tensile strength and extensibility that gives it a toughness that 
exceeds Kevlar [1-5]. Dragline spider silk is one of the strongest fibers found in nature 
and serves as the spider’s safety line and is used in web construction [1, 3]. 
Understanding the primary and secondary structure of the silk proteins comprising this 
insoluble super fiber has been intensively studied over the past few decades [6-23]. 
The two proteins, major ampullate spidroin 1 and 2 (MaSp 1 & MaSp 2), are the 
primary components of spider dragline silk [6, 7]. The proteins are synthesized in the tail 
region of the spider’s MA glands and then stored within the sac-like region at high 
concentration (~25-50% w/v) [3]. The only full length primary amino acid sequence for 
MaSp1 and MaSp2 has been reported for the Black Widow (Latrodectus hesperus) spider 
[17]. The molecular weights of the MaSp1 and MaSp2 proteins are 250 and 312 kDa, 
respectively. Each of the two proteins has a long repetitive core region flanked by two 
highly conserved nonrepetitive terminal domains. The secondary structure of the 
repetitive core of the dragline silk proteins has been extensively studied in the solid fiber 
[8-16, 18-23]. Crystalline β-sheet conformations for the alanine-rich domains, poly(Ala) 
and poly(Gly-Ala), were identified by solid-state NMR [8, 16, 19-22] and X-ray 
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diffraction [10-14, 18]. In addition, solid-state NMR experiments indicated 31-helical 
structures for the Gly-Gly-X repeats [9, 15, 18, 21] and elastin-like type II β-turns for the 
Gly-Pro-Gly-X-X motifs [23] in spider dragline silk. Despite the increasing information 
about the structure of solid dragline silk fibers, producing synthetic fibers with 
comparable mechnical properties to native spider silk still eludes researchers [24-26]. 
Spider silk research has been shifting towards understanding the proteins within the MA 
glands prior to fiber formation and the biochemical processes responsible for spider silk 
assembly [27-34]. 
 Due to the difficulties associated with extracting and purifying native spider silk 
proteins, there have only been a few NMR studies to structurally characterize the spider 
silk proteins in the MA gland (spinning dope) [27-31]. In previous studies, NMR has 
been applied to characterize silk proteins within intact MA glands from three spider 
species, Nephila clavipes, Nephila edulis and Argiope aurantia. The silk proteins within 
the MA glands are in a hydrogel-like state and solution-state [27], solid-state magic angle 
spinning (MAS) [28] and high resolution (HR)-MAS [31] NMR spectroscopy have been 
applied to collect isotropic chemical shifts to analyze spider silk protein conformation. 
The results from conformation-dependent 1H and 13C isotropic chemical shifts indicate 
that the repetitive core of the silk proteins are primarily in a random coil conformation 
[27, 30, 31]. However, it should be noted that the silk proteins may be present in the 
metastable “molten-globule” state and the possibility of partial backbone folding where 
random coil chemical shifts are still observed can not be excluded [27, 31, 35]. Recent 
Raman spectroscopy studies [29, 30] indicate possible polyproline II (PPII) and α-helical 
fragments in addition to random coil structures for native spider silk proteins. 
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In order to determine if the MA silk proteins are truly random coil or molten-
globule, futher studies on the native spider silk proteins stored within the MA glands is 
required. In this work, solution-state NMR spectroscopy was used to characterize the 
backbone structure and dynamics of Black Widow silk proteins within intact MA glands. 
Residue-specific 1H, 13C, and 15N isotropic chemical shift measurements were used to 
characterize protein conformations on 13C/15N-labeled MA silk proteins. The backbone 
dynamics of the silk proteins were extracted from 15N NMR relaxation parameters T1, T2 
and 15N-1H steady-state NOE measured at two spectrometer frequencies (500 and 800 
MHz) for 15N-labeled silk proteins. The measured subnanosecond backbone dynamics 
observed for the spider silk proteins within the MA gland provide convincing evidence 
that the repetitive core of the silk proteins are highly flexibile and completely unfolded in 
agreement with the observed random coil chemical shifts.  
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Sample preparation 
Mature female Black Widow (Latrodectus hesperus) spiders were fed a 15% (w/v) 
aqueous solution of 15N-L-alanine for 15N NMR relaxation measurements or uniformly 
labeled U- [13C,15N]-L-alanine for HNCACB experiments and solid-state NMR experi-
ments every other day while they were forcibly silked at a speed of 2 cm/s [36]. Spiders 
were typically dissected following 2 weeks of isotope enrichment. For solution-state 
NMR experiments, 5 spiders were dissected under a microscope, and 10 intact MA 
glands were carefully transferred from the spider’s abdomen into 90:10 H2O:D2O (v/v) 
where both gland ducts and tails were then removed. The remaining sac-like MA glands 
were placed into a 5 mm Shigemi solution-state NMR tube filled with a solution of 90:10 
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H2O:D2O (v/v), and 5% (w/v) sodium azide at neutral pH (Supporting Information, Fig-
ure 2.4). For each set of 15N NMR relaxation measurements at one frequency or a single 
HNCACB experiment, a set of gland samples was prepared with the method described 
above. Sample conditions were shown to remain stable after 24 hours of sample prepara-
tion (Supporting Information, Figure 2.5). For solid-state NMR experiments, 2 spiders 
were dissected in the same method mentioned above and 4 intact MA glands were col-
lected and carefully transferred into a Bruker Kel-F 4 mm rotor insert filled with a solu-
tion of 90:10 H2O:D2O (v/v), 5% (w/v) sodium azide at neutral pH or pH 4.0. Isotopes 
were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., sodium azide was from Sig-
ma and all chemicals were used as received. 
2.2.2 NMR experiments  
Solution-state NMR data was collected on a Varian VNMRS 500 or 800 MHz 
spectrometer equipped with a HCN triple resonance probe with triple-axis gradients at 
298 K. All pulse sequences were from the Varian Biopack library. 2D 1H-15N HSQC [37, 
38] spectra were collected at 800 MHz with 32 scans per t1 point, 50×2560 complex 
points for t1×t2 dimensions with a sweep width of 35×16 ppm, and a 2.7 ms 1H-15N IN-
EPT transfer time (1/4JNH). Gradient enhanced triple resonance 3D HNCACB [39-41] 
experiments were acquired at 500 MHz with 1024×58×28 complex points for 
t3(NH)×t1(13Cα/13Cβ)×t2(15N) dimensions with a sweep width of 16×80×35 ppm. Longitu-
dinal relation times (T1), transverse relaxation times (T2), and steady-state 15N-1H NOE 
were measured with sequences described by Kay et al [42] and Farrow et al [43] where 
pulse field gradients are utilized to enhance sensitivity and select coherence transfer 
pathway with 1H 180° pulse inserted to remove the cross-relaxation effect in T1 and T2 
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measurements and water flip-back pulses applied to minimize the effect of water magnet-
ization on fast exchanging amide protons in NOE measurements [44]. Waltz-16 15N de-
coupling with a 2.7 kHz radio frequency field was applied during acquisitions for all 
NMR experiments. The 1H-15N HSQC spectra for measuring relaxation data were ac-
quired with 50×2560 complex points for t1×t2 dimensions, 2 s recycle delay and 8 scans 
per t1 point for T1, T2 measurements and 3 s recycle delay and 32 scans per t1 point for 
NOE measurements. To measure T1 and T2 times, a set of 10 1H-15N HSQC spectra were 
recorded with delay periods of 0, 50, 100, 300, 400, 500, 600, 750, 1000, 1400 ms and 10, 
50, 110, 150, 210, 290, 350, 410, 450, 490 ms, respectively. In the NOE experiment, a 
pair of 1H-15N HSQC spectra was collected with and without a 3 s proton saturation pulse 
prior to the experiments. All relaxation measurements were repeated twice on two differ-
ent sets of samples with average values reported. To minimize systematic errors, all re-
laxation measurements were recorded in an interleaved fashion.  
Solution-state spectra were processed in NMRPipe [45]. For processing 1H-15N 
HSQC spectra, a cosine-bell apodization was applied to the t2 dimension and a combina-
tion of cosine bell and 20 Hz exponential line broadening was used for the t1 dimension 
with zero filling to 512 points. For the HNCACB spectrum, cosine-bell apodization func-
tions and zero filling to 1024×64×32 for t3×t1×t2 dimensions were used. Processed data 
was then analyzed in NMRViewj [46] and peak intensities were used to determine relaxa-
tion times. T1 and T2 parameters were determined by fitting the peak heights from each 
spectrum with a three-parameter single-exponential-decay function with the uncertainty 
estimated through 500 times Monte Carlo simulations. NOE values were calculated from 
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the ratios of peak heights from spectra with and without proton saturation. Uncertainties 
for NOE values were estimated from the root-mean-square baseline noise of the spectra.  
Additional sets of solution- and solid-state NMR data were acquired at 298 K on a 
Bruker Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm solution-state broad 
band observe (BBO) probe optimized for X-detection and a 4 mm Bruker HX solid-state 
CP-MAS probe, respectively. For the solution-state NMR experiments, a 1D 15N-detected 
refocused 1H-15N INEPT experiment [47] was collected and compared to a 15N one pulse 
experiment with gated proton decoupling. Experimental parameters for the solution ex-
periments were a sweep width of 200 ppm, 8400 scans, 5 s recycle delay, 0.252 s acquisi-
tion time and 2.7 ms refocused INEPT transfer delays with ~2 kHz waltz-16 1H decou-
pling during acquisition. Spectra were further processed with 5 Hz line broadening. Ex-
perimental parameters for solid-state NMR experiments were a sweep width of 375 ppm, 
34 ms acquisition time with ~2 kHz waltz-16 1H decoupling, 1024 scans, 5 s recycle de-
lay and 2.7 ms refocused INEPT transfer delays. 1H-15N CP-MAS experiments were ac-
quired with a sweep width of 50 kHz, 10.2 ms acquisition time with ~55 kHz TPPM-15 
1H decoupling, a 5 s recycle delay, 1 ms contact time, 6400 scans for the neutral pH sam-
ple, and 1024 scans for the sample at pH 4.0 sample. All solid-state spectra were pro-
cessed using Bruker Topspin 3.2 with 10 Hz exponential line broadening applied prior to 
Fourier transformation. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Results In	  the	  spider	  silk	  spinning	  process,	  four	  factors	  are	  believed	  to	  be	  responsible	  for	  silk	  protein	  folding	  including	  salt	  concentration	  changes	  [32,	  48],	  a	  decrease	  in	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Figure 2.1. 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of (A) 15N-labeled Black Widow spider MA glands in 
90:10 H2O:D2O, pH 7.0 collected at 298K, 800 MHz; (B) strip plots of the 3D triple resonance 
HNCACB spectrum of U-[13C, 15N]-L-alanine labeled Black Widow spider MA glands in 90:10 
H2O:D2O, pH 7.0 collected at 298K, 500 MHz. The 12 resolved backbone cross peaks (A) were 
labeled with one-letter amino acid codes (bold) next to the symbols of their previous residues. 
Assignment is based on the (B) HNCACB experiment. (B) Selected 15N planes with unique 1H-
13C correlations were displayed with antiphased 13C (black), 13C (red) cross peaks from the corre-
sponding amino acids with relative higher intensities and their previous amino acids with lower 
intensities. 
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pH	   [32-­‐34],	   dehydration	   [48,	   49]	   and	   mechanical	   shearing	   [50].	   Thus,	   when	  preparing	   a	   sample	   of	   silk	   proteins	   within	   MA	   glands	   for	   solution-­‐state	   NMR	  experiments,	   the	   intact	  MA	  glands	  were	  dissected	  from	  the	  spider’s	  abdomen	  with	  the	  intact	  membrane	  containing	  the	  proteins	  in	  their	  native	  state	  and	  particular	  care	  was	   taken	   to	   not	   shear	   or	   allow	   the	   sample	   to	   dehydrate.	   The	   solvent	   used	   was	  neutral-­‐pH	  aqueous	  solution	  with	  5%	  (w/v)	  sodium	  azide	  added	  to	  prevent	  bacteria	  growth	  and	  extend	  the	  life	  time	  of	  the	  protein	  sample.	  If	  the	  silk	  proteins	  aggregated	  and	  precipitated	  from	  the	  solution	  phase,	  an	  obvious	  signal	  loss	  in	  the	  solution-­‐state	  NMR	   spectrum	  will	   be	   observed.	   To	   confirm	   that	   the	   silk	   proteins	  within	   the	  MA	  glands	  maintain	   a	  near-­‐native	   state	  with	  no	  protein	   aggregation	  within	   a	  24	  hour	  time	  period,	  1H	  projections	  from	  2D	  1H-­‐15N	  HSQC	  experiments	  were	  collected	  on	  a	  freshly	   prepared	   sample	   (within	   30	   mins.)	   and	   24	   hours	   later	   (Supporting	  Information,	   Figure	   2.5).	   Essentially,	   no	   signal	   loss	   or	   change	   in	   lineshape	   was	  observed.	  However,	   it	  should	  be	  noted,	  that	  the	  sample	  does	  change	  after	  multiple	  days	   to	   a	   week	   (Supporting	   Information,	   Figure	   2.5)	   and	   therefore,	   all	   NMR	  measurements	  were	  accomplished	  within	  a	  24	  hour	  period	  for	  a	  given	  sample. 
The structure and dynamics of silk proteins within the MA glands of Black Wid-
ow spiders was probed with solution-state NMR spectroscopy. A 2D 1H-15N HSQC spec-
trum (see Figure 2.1A) was acquired and 12 backbone amide resonances were resolved. 
To assign these backbone resonances, a triple resonance 3D HNCACB experiment was 
utilized. Figure 2.1B shows 15N planes selected for the cross peaks of interest in the 2D 
1H-15N HSQC spectrum, and gives distinguishable 13Cα resonances (black contour) with 
antiphased 13Cβ (red contour) for each residue. In addition, the spectrum also displays rel-
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atively weaker contours for the previous residue 13Cα and/or 13Cβ resonance(s). Therefore, 
an unambiguous backbone resonance assignment can be made for the repetitive amino 
acid pairs prevalent in the core of the MaSp1 and MaSp2 spider silk proteins. 
In Figure 2.1A three major residues, alanine, glycine and glutamine are observed 
for the Black Widow silk proteins within the MA glands. Each amino acid has multiple 
chemical environments including 8 Gly, 2 Gln and 4 Ala resonances. Slight differences in 
chemical shifts for a given amino acid are attributed to their sequential positions. The 
backbone resonance assignment provides residue sequential patterns such as Ala-Ala, 
Gly-Ala, Ala-Gly, Gly-Gly or Gly-Gln, which agrees with the poly(Ala), poly(Gly-Ala) 
and Gly-Gly-Gln motifs from the repetitive core region of the MaSp1 and MaSp2 spider 
silk proteins primary amino acid sequence (see Figure 2.1C) [17]. From our previous re-
sults [51], where Nephila clavipes spiders were fed a 13C-labeled alanine solution for sol-
id-state NMR experiments on MA silk fibers, 13C enrichment in spider silk proteins was 
achieved for four amino acids, Ala, Gly, Gln and Ser. These four amino acids constitute 
greater than 85% of the repetitive core for Black Widow MA silk proteins [52]. Com-
pared to the present assignment, 15N enrichment in spider silk proteins appears to be simi-
lar to 13C where we observe high 15N enrichment for Ala, Gly, and Gln. The reason Ser is 
not included is because of its low percentage (1.1%) in the amino acid composition of 
Black Widow dragline silk proteins [52]. Although Ser appears to be labeled with 15N, its 
low percentage results in a low S/N ratio for Ser resonances in 2 and 3D NMR experi-
ments.  
The amide proton region in Figure 2.1A displays a narrow chemical shift disper-
sion (~0.6 ppm) characteristic of an unstructured protein [53, 54]. An additional H/D ex-
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change experiment was applied at neutral pH and shows that the amide protons were rap-
idly exchanged by deuterium within 5 mins (Supporting Information, Figure 2.6). This 
also indicates that the silk proteins within the MA glands are unstructured in the repeti-
tive core region. The timescale for amide proton/deuterium exchange is typically hours to 
days for folded proteins exhibiting defined secondary and tertiary structure [55, 56].  
In order to further characterize the protein structure within MA glands, isotropic 
chemical shift analysis was utilized. 13Cα,β, amide proton and 15N chemical shifts of all 12 
backbone environments were measured from the HNCACB spectrum and 2D 1H-15N 
HSQC spectrum, respectively. A 2D 1H-13C HSQC spectrum (Supporting Information, 
Figure 2.6) was also collected to provide unambiguous 1Hα,β assignment and allow the 
extraction of 1Hα,β chemical shifts for the Black Widow spider silk proteins within the 
MA glands. All measured chemical shifts are listed in Table 1 along with the average 
chemical shifts observed for random coil, α-helical and β-sheet structures [57, 58]. All 
1Hα,β and 13Cα,β chemical shifts of silk proteins within the MA glands closely match ran-
dom coil chemical shifts. This indicates the repetitive core region of the silk proteins is 
unstructured with no evidence for secondary structure such as α-helical, β-sheet, or β-
turn in the MA gland prior to silk fiber formation. This agrees with previous 1H, 13C 
chemical shift data on native silk proteins within the MA glands from Nephila clavipes, 
Nephila edulis and Argiope aurantia [27, 28, 31]. The amide proton chemical shifts for 
Ala, Gln and 15N chemical shifts for Gln show reasonable agreement with their corre-
sponding random coil chemical shifts. However, discrepancies such as the one for the Ala 
15N chemical shifts were also observed. This can be explained by the lower reliability in 
predicting protein secondary structures from amide proton and 15N chemical shifts as the 
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Table 2.1. 1Hα, 1Hβ, 13Cα,β,, 1HN and 15N isotropic chemical shifts (ppm) of Black Widow spider silk 
proteins within the MA gland from solution-state NMR 1H-13C HSQC (Figure 2.6) and HNCACB 
spectra. Averaged 1H, 13C and 15N chemical shifts for random coil (coil), α-helix (helix) and β-
strand (Strand) from model proteins are also listed for comparison. [57, 58] 
 1Hα 1Hβ 
 Gland Coil Helix Strand Gland Coil Helix Strand 
Ala 4.23,4.30 4.25 4.03 4.87 1.38 1.39 - - 
Gln 4.35 4.34 4.03 4.97 1.97, 2.14 1.99, 2.12 - - 
Gly 3.95 3.95 3.84 4.09 - - - - 
 13Cα 13Cβ 
 Gland Coil Helix Strand Gland Coil Helix Strand 
GA 52.93, 52.95 
52.67 54.86 50.86 
18.77, 19.36 
19.03 18.27 21.72 AA 52.99, 53.03 19.11, 19.12 
GQ 56.04, 56.09 55.94 58.61 54.33 29.50, 29.51 28.67 28.33 31.92 
GG 45.41 - 45.50 
45.34 47.02 45.08 
- 
- - - QG 45.50 - 
AG 45.37, 45.41 - 
 NH 15N 
 Gland Coil Helix Strand Gland Coil Helix Strand 
GA 8.10, 8.27 
8.11 7.99 8.59 
123.72, 123.99 
132.52 121.65 125.57 AA 8.10, 8.25 122.62, 122.75 
GQ 8.26, 8.35 8.25 8.11 8.51 119.68, 119.72 119.73 118.59 123.14 
GG 8.19 - 8.40 
8.34 8.23 8.27 
108.49 - 110.68 
109.94 107.34 110.19 QG 8.51 109.85 
AG 8.24, 8.44 107.62, 108.08 
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chemical shifts for both nuclei were found to be inconsistent among different model pep-
tides with random coil structures [58]. When utilizing the more reliable 13Cα,β and 1Hα 
chemical shifts, the repetitive silk protein core appears to take on a random coil confor-
mation. 
To probe the dynamics of spider silk proteins within the MA glands, the relaxa-
tion parameters T1, T2 and NOE of the backbone amide 15N nuclei were measured. Figure 
2.2 displays the 15N relaxation data recorded at two spectrometer frequencies (500 and 
800 MHz). The corresponding average errors for T1 are estimated to be 6.6% and 6.5%, 
and the estimated average errors for T2 are 2.8% and 2.3%. T1 has the average values of 
360±24 ms and 390±29 ms at 500 and 800 MHz, respectively, while T2 has mean values 
of 203±16 ms at 500 MHz and 171±12 ms at 800 MHz. For all 15N-labeled residues, T1 
and T2 remain relatively uniform with consistent trends between the two fields when the 
error is considered. This indicates the core region of the silk proteins in the MA glands 
exhibit similar dynamics. Large negative NOE values (-0.557±0.196) at 500 MHz are 
detected for all residues indicating that the double quantum relaxation pathway is more 
favored than zero quantum relaxation. This is typically observed for highly flexible, un-
folded peptide chains or terminal regions of folded proteins where motions of unrestricted 
N-H bond vectors are primarily in the high frequency regime [54, 59-61]. Combined with 
positive NOE values (0.338±0.082) at 800 MHz, the frequencies of gland protein back-
bone motions are constrained within a range of ~ 500 - 800 MHz (sub-nanosecond time-
scale).  Additionally, the 15N relaxation data was analyzed with the reduced spectral den-
sity mapping approach [54, 59-63] (supporting information, Figure 2.6 and 2.7). The 
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spectral density mapping analysis was consistent with sub-nanosecond backbone dynam-
ics for the silk proteins. 
 
Figure 2.2  Bar graph of backbone amide 15N relaxation parameters at 298K, 500 MHz (black) 
and 800 MHz (red) for different residues labeled with one-letter amino acid codes. The amino 
acid residue is indicated in bold along with the preceding amino acid. (A) longitudinal relaxation 
times T1. (B) transverse relaxation times T2. (C) steady-state 15N-{1H} NOE values for different 
residues. 
2.3.2 Discussion 
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The applicability of conventional solution-state NMR spectroscopy for character-
izing the structure and dynamics of spider silk proteins with molecular weights in the 
~250-300 kDa range needs to be considered. For a typical folded protein with similar mo-
lecular weight, the transverse relaxation times could be on the order of the INEPT trans-
fer delays in the HSQC pulse sequence due to protein rigidity or conformational ex-
change processes on the µs-ms timescale and could render some of the NMR signals “in-
visible” by conventional, INEPT-based solution NMR. However, the spectra displayed in 
the present work have relatively narrow linewidths for all three nuclei and the possibility 
may exist that solution-state NMR is only sampling a fraction of the silk proteins from a 
subset of flexible regions and not the whole protein. To address that the entire proteins  
 
Figure 2.3. The (A) 15N solution-state NMR spectrum of 15N-L-alanine labeled black widow spi-
der MA glands collected with a one pulse direct detection experiment with gated decoupling 
(black) and a 1H-15N refocused INEPT pulse sequence (red). The two spectra were collected with 
the same number of scans and the one pulse experiment is blown up 9 x. (B) solid-state NMR 
spectra of 15N-L-alanine labeled black widow spider MA glands. Refocused 1H-15N INEPT NMR 
spectrum static (red), under 5 kHz MAS (green), and 1H-15N CP-MAS spectrum (blue) of spider 
MA gland sample at neutral pH with 6400 scans. The 1H-15N cross polarization magic angle spin-
ning spectrum of spider MA gland sample at pH 4.0 with 1024 scans collected 12 hours after 
sample preparation (black).. 
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are detected by solution-state NMR spectroscopy, a separate set of solution- and solid-
state NMR experiments were conducted.  
A 15N-L-alanine labeled Black Widow spider MA gland sample was freshly pre-
pared at neutral pH and 15N NMR data was collected on a BBO solution NMR probe op-
timized for X- detection with a 15N direct (one pulse) experiment with gated proton de-
coupling and a 1H-15N refocused INEPT pulse sequence. The results of this experiment 
are presented in Figure 2.3A. When comparing the two 15N spectra collected with the 
same number of scans and a long recycle delay for full relaxation, it is determined that 
the refocused INEPT spectrum is 9-fold more intense compared to the direct spectrum 
and the spectra are nearly super-imposable for all amide environments. The experimental-
ly observed INEPT enhancement is very close to the predicted theoretical signal en-
hancement of 10 (γH/γN) for 1H-15N INEPT. NMR signals with long (≥ 50 ms) to interme-
diate (5 - 20 ms) 15N transverse relaxation timescale should be completely detectable in 
the direct spectrum and the near theoretical 9-fold signal enhancement in the INEPT ex-
periment indicates that there is no appreciable signal lost due to intermediate 15N trans-
verse relaxation on the timescale of the INEPT transfers. Likewise, if a considerable frac-
tion of the 1H transverse relaxation times were on the intermediate timescale (1 - 5 ms) a 
smaller signal enhancement would be expected for the INEPT spectrum in contrast with 
the observations in Figure 2.3A. In addition, relaxation dispersion experiments [64] con-
ducted with a fast and slow Carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) frequency confirmed 
that there was no appreciable contribution from conformational exchange on the µs-ms 
timescale (Supporting information, Figure 2.8).   
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A second series of data was collected with a HX solid-state CP-MAS probe to de-
termine if there was any appreciable signal from silk protein components with short (< 1 
ms) 1H and 15N transverse relaxation times. A static 1D 15N INEPT spectrum (Figure 2.3B, 
red) was collected serving as a direct comparison to the 15N dimension of the 1H-15N 
HSQC solution-state NMR spectrum (Figure 2.1). Then 5 kHz MAS was applied to the 
sample followed by the acquisition of another 15N INEPT spectrum (Figure 2.3, green) 
with identical parameters to the static 15N INEPT experiment. Comparing the two INEPT 
spectra, only a slight resolution enhancement from MAS is observed with no obvious 
signal increase. Another 15N-L-alanine labeled spider gland sample was prepared and 
treated with pH 4.0 buffer. 12 hours later, strong 1H-15N CP signal was observed in the 
1H-15N CP MAS spectrum (Figure 2.3, black). This indicates protein aggregation was 
triggered by the low pH that is readily probed by the appearance of CP signal via the 1H-
15N dipolar interactions. In contrast, in the pH neutral sample, no 1H-15N CP signal was 
detected from an identical CP-MAS experiment collected with six times more scans (Fig-
ure 2.3, blue). The combination of X-detected solution and solid-state NMR data present-
ed in Figure 2.3 indicates that there is no appreciable rigid/aggregated (short transverse 
relaxation) or solution-state NMR unobservable regions (intermediate transverse relaxa-
tion) for the isotropically labeled present. It is concluded that solution-state NMR is ca-
pable of detecting ≥ 90% of the 15N-labeled silk protein residues for the repetitive core at 
neutral pH.  
In addition to the large molecular weights, the spider silk proteins also exhibit 
highly repetitive primary amino acid sequences. This makes a full sequential assignment 
of the spider silk proteins within the MA glands by solution-state NMR spectroscopy in-
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credibly challenging. However, the combination of a 2D 1H-15N HSQC and a 3D triple 
resonance HNCACB experiment permits a partial sequential assignment for the spider 
silk proteins. Specifically, this combination of NMR experiments permits the structural 
and dynamic characterization of amino acid couplets in the primary amino acid sequence 
including Ala-Ala, Ala-Gly, Gly-Gln, Gly-Gly and Gly-Ala. Isotropic chemical shift 
analysis confirmed that all these backbone environments in the core region of the spider 
silk proteins within the MA glands are unstructured as previously reported [27, 28, 31]. 
As the spider silk proteins are rapidly assembled into a solid fiber rich in secondary struc-
ture, there is a possibility that the spider silk proteins are experiencing an intermediate 
state in the MA gland environment where the proteins are partially folded or in the “mol-
ten-globule state” [35]. A simple isotropic chemical shift analysis where random coil 
chemical shift are observed does not necessarily rule out this possibility [35]. However, 
when considering the fast sub-nanosecond dynamics of the spider silk proteins extracted 
from the 15N NMR relaxation data the silk protein backbone within the core region is 
highly flexible. Therefore, no appreciable intermediate states of the spider silk proteins is 
present within the MA glands and the proteins can be categorized as intrinsically disor-
dered proteins that are true random coils and not present as an intermediate molten glob-
ule state [65]. It should be noted that the current isotopic labeling scheme does not pro-
vide any information regarding the terminal regions that only comprise a small fraction 
(~4%) of the whole silk proteins [17] and is well below the detection limits. However, it 
has been indicated by recent studies [33, 34] for recombinant silk proteins of Eupros-
thenops australis and Araneus diadematus spiders that the terminals can adopt well-
structured, five-helix bundle conformations that are responsible for pH triggered protein 
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assembly. This previous work combined with the present study points to an updated 
model for spider silk proteins within the MA spinning dope where the silk protein core is 
described as highly flexible, repetitive random coil chains with two non-repetitive, well-
structured helical bundles at the N- and C-termini. 
2.4 Conclusions 
In this work, solution-state NMR techniques were applied to native Black Widow 
spider silk proteins within the MA glands and the structure and dynamics of the silk pro-
teins were characterized. 15N NMR relaxation parameters T1, T2 and NOE of the spider 
silk proteins were measured at two spectrometer frequencies (500 and 800 MHz). From 
chemical shift analysis and dynamics extracted from 15N relaxation data, the repetitive 
core of the spider silk proteins within the MA glands are unfolded, random coils exhibit-
ing rapid backbone dynamics on a sub-nanosecond timescale indicative of highly flexible 
proteins. From the partial sequential assignment of the spider silk proteins, multiple se-
quential patterns for Ala, Gly and Gln were identified. The sequential patterns can be at-
tributed to the unique motifs constituting the secondary structures for the two proteins, 
MaSp1 and MaSp2 in the final solid fiber. Therefore, future studies utilizing different 
isotope labeling schemes and various protein solution-state NMR experiments may have 
a chance to shed light on the long unsolved question such as the spider silk folding path-
way and biochemical factors important for spider silk protein assembly including pH, salt 
concentration and protein-protein interactions between MaSp1 and MaSp2. 
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Figure 2.4. A picture of 10 intact Black Widow major ampullate glands inside a 5 mm Shigemi 
NMR tube. The picture demonstrates the typical condition of spider silk glands inside the NMR 
spectrometer. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. 1H projections from 2D 1H-15N HSQC experiments of 15N-L-alanine labeled Black 
Widow (BW) spider silk proteins within the major ampullate (MA) glands collected 30 mins 
(black), 24 hours (red) and 7 days (blue) after sample preparation. 
Experiments were conducted at 500 MHz and parameters are, sweep width: 16 ppm, 8 
scans, 3 s recycle delay, 0.319 s acquisition time, and 2.69 ms INEPT transfer delays. 
Spectra were processed with cosine-bell apodization function and zero filling to 8k data 
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points. All 15N relaxation data was measured successively at one field within 24 hours 
after sample preparation. To address the stability of the sample condition within this time 
period, the 1H projections from 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectra collected 30 mins, 24 hours and 
7 days after sample preparation were extracted and overlaid. Comparing the two spectra 
within 24 hours, no signal loss was detected and the lineshapes are nearly superimposable. 
However, it should be noted that after 7 days (blue) a considerable signal loss is observed 
due to protein aggregation. This result indicates that within a 24-hour time period, the 
spider silk proteins within the MA glands remain stable. 
 
Figure 2.6. 1H NMR spectra of native Black Widow spider major ampullate glands in 90:10 
H2O:D2O (black) and collected 5 min after solvent was changed to 99.9% D2O (red) at 298K, pH 
7.0. 
1H NMR spectra were collected at 500 MHz with 3919 watergate water suppression pulse 
sequence with a sweep width of 16 ppm, 32 scans, 2.049 s acquisition time and 1 s recy-
cle delay. Two spectra were acquired on the same gland sample with only solvent being 
changed from 90:10 H2O:D2O to 99.9% D2O and the time interval between changing sol-
vent and collecting a spectrum was 5 min. The amide proton peaks almost completely 
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disappeared; indicating amide protons were exchanged rapidly with deuterium in 5 min. 
This fast proton-deuterium exchange is normally observed in unfolded proteins where N-
H bonds are well exposed to solvent. The tiny amide proton signal left is not due to a 
small fraction of folded region in the protein but from the small amount of H2O left in the 
sample, as this minor component did not decay within 24 hours (data not shown). 
 
Figure 2.7. 1H-13C HSQC spectrum of 13C-labeled BW MA glands in 90:10 H2O:D2O, pH 7.0 
collected at 298 K. 2D 1H-13C HSQC spectrum were acquired on 10 MA glands excised from 5 
U-13C-L-alanine labeled BW spiders at 500 MHz.	  
Experiment parameters are, sweep width: 160×10 ppm, 64 scans per t1 increment with 
128×640 complex points on t1 ×t2 dimensions, 1 s recycle delay and 1H-13C one bond J 
value set as 140 Hz. Spectrum was processed with cosine-bell apodization function ap-
plied on both dimensions and zero filling to 1024 data points on the t1 dimension. 1H and 
13C chemical shifts were indirectly referenced to DSS. 
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Figure 2.8. Carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion experiments were collect-
ed as previously described with 25 Hz (black) and 1316 (red) Hz CPMG frequencies on 15N-L-
alanine labeled Black Widow spider silk proteins within major ampullate glands in 90: 10 H2O: 
D2O at pH 7.0.	  
With the increase of the frequency of CPMG spin echo trains applied, the relaxation due 
to exchange processes on the ms to µm timescale will be reduced and lead to an increase 
in the signal after constant relaxation delay (40 ms). However, by comparing the spectra 
collected at low CPMG frequency (25 Hz) and high CPMG frequency (1316 Hz), no ob-
vious signal increase is observed indicating that there is no exchange processes. This in-
dicates that there is no substantial exchange process taking place on the ms to ms time 
scale for the spider silk proteins within silk glands. 
Spectral density mapping 
15N relaxation data T1, T2 and NOE were analyzed using the reduced spectral den-
sity function mapping method. As stated for this method, the value of the spectral density 
function becomes considerably constant in the high 1H Larmor frequency regime with 
very small variations at different frequencies. Due to this feature, the assumption that 
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J(ω!+ω!)≈J(ω!-ω!)≈J(0.87ω!) can be made.  Therefore, spectral density functions at 
5 frequencies can be calculated from 6 relaxation parameters measured at 2 spectrometer 
frequencies using the equations below: J 0.87ω! = [4/(5d!)](γ!/γ!)(NOE− 1)/T!                                              Equation 2.1 J(ω!) = [1/T! − (7d!)/4  (0.87/0.921)!J(0.87ω!)]/(3d!/4+ c!)            Equation 2.2 J(0) = [1/T! − (3d!/8+ c!/2)J(ω!)− (13d!/8)(0.87/0.955)!J(0.87ω!)]/(d!/2+2c!/3)                                                                                                               Equation 2.3 
where d = (µμ!ℏγ!γ!)/(4πr!"! ), c = (ω!/ 3)Δσ, γ!,!  and ω!,! are the gyromagnetic 
ratios, Larmor frequencies of 15N and 1H nuclei, µμ! is the vacuum permeability, ℏ is the 
reduced Planck constant, r!" = 1.02 Å (the average length of an amide bond), and Δ𝜎 = 
-160 ppm (the difference between the parallel (σ∥) and perpendicular (σ!) components of 
an axially symmetric 15N chemical shift tensor). With relaxation data at two fields, J(0) 
can be calculated more accurately but less precisely from Equation 2.4 rather than using 
Equation 2.3, since the contribution from conformational exchange to transverse relaxa-
tion will increase the J(0). J(0) = 1/β{(1/T!!"" − κ  1/T!!"")− (3d!/8)[  J(ω!!"")− κ  J(ω!!"")] −(c!""! /2)[  J(ω!!"")− J(ω!!"")]− (13d!/8)[  J 0.955ω!!"" − κ  J 0.955ω!!"" ]}   
Equation 2.4 
where κ = (ω!!""/ω!!"")!, β = (d!/2)(1−   κ) and the superscripts indicate two 1H fre-
quencies, 500 and 800 MHz. The J(ω) error was estimated by error propagation from the 
error associated with the 15N relaxation data.  
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Overall, the combination of chemical shift analysis and relaxation data indicates 
that the silk proteins are unfolded within the MA glands. Because of the unfolded, ran-
dom coil nature of the silk proteins in the MA glands, the reduced spectral density map-
ping approach was applied to the relaxation data instead of the conventional model-free 
analysis. The applicability of the model-free analysis to unfolded proteins has been wide-
ly questioned as the assumptions of the independence of overall motion and internal mo-
tions as well as the overall rotation being isotropic are not valid. Since the spectral densi-
ty function describes the probability of local magnetic field fluctuations affected by mo-
lecular motions at a certain angular frequency, the values of the spectral density functions 
contain rich dynamic information for the protein backbone. And due to the fact that the 
area under the spectral density function is constant, the dynamics of the protein backbone 
can be studied by analyzing the shape of the spectral density function. For example, a 
folded protein undergoing slow motions will display a narrow spectral density function 
while an unfolded and highly mobile protein will show a rather extended and broad spec-
tral density function.  
The spectral density function values for spider silk proteins within the MA glands 
are plotted in Figure 2.10 with the averaged J(ω) values at 0, 50 and 435 MHz for the 
folded and unfolded human SH3 domain proteins for comparison purposes. Spider silk 
proteins have relatively low J(ω) values at 0 frequency that are close to, but clearly 
smaller than the values observed for the unfolded SH3 domain protein. The J(ω) values 
of spider silk proteins at medium frequencies (50 and 80 MHz) are similar to the J(00) 
values and significantly large J(ω) values at 435 MHz with average values of (68±10 
ps/rad) for the spider silk proteins. This exceeds the average J(ω) (29±4 ps/rad) at the 
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same frequency for the unfolded SH3 domain by 1.3 times. In fact, the average J(ω) val-
ue (27±3 ps/rad) at higher frequency (696 MHz) is even comparable to the J(435) of the 
unfolded SH3 domain protein and much larger than the mean J(435) of the folded SH3 
domain (9±2 ps/rad). These extremely large J(ω) values at high frequency indicate a 
dominant contribution from high frequency backbone motions. Considering the fact that 
this comparison is between the vastly larger silk proteins with molecular weights ~250-  
 
Figure 2.9. Bar graph of the spectral density function J(ω) values for various residues of 
Black Widow spider silk proteins within the MA glands. Dash lines indicate the average 
J(ω) values of folded (blue) and unfolded (green) human SH3 domain at 0, 50 MHz and 
435 MHz for comparison purposes. (A) J(0) values calculated utilizing two fields relaxa-
tion data. (Eq. 4) (B) J(ω!) values, where ωN=50 (black), 80 MHz (red). (C) J(0.87ωH) 
values, where 0.87ωH =435 MHz (black), 696 MHz (red).	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300 kDa and a small 7 kDa SH3 protein, the spectral density function is unambiguously 
flattened, and the spider silk proteins are clearly more flexible and dynamic than the un-
folded SH3 domain protein (see Figure 2.11). This indicates that the core region of the 
Black Widow spider silk proteins within the MA gland dope are in a highly flexible, 
completely unfolded state with dynamics on the sub-nanosecond timescale.  
 
Figure 2.10. Spectral density functions for spider silk proteins (red), unfolded (green) 
and folded (blue) SH3 domain proteins. The dots are from the average experimental J(ω) 
values at 5 frequencies for spider silk proteins (red circle), unfolded (green star) and fold-
ed (blue square) SH3 domain proteins.	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CHAPTER 3 
Probing the Impact of Acidification on Spider Silk Assembly Kinetics  
3.1 Introduction 
Spiders use up to seven types of silk with a diverse range of physical and mechan-
ical properties to help them survive their environments [1-3]. Each type of silk is a pro-
teinaceous material produced by a specific type of gland inside the spider’s abdomen. 
The dragline spider silk is an outstanding fiber with an extraordinary toughness exceed-
ing man-made fibers such as Kevlar [1-5]. Collectively, spider silk has drawn considera-
ble attention in the field of material science [6-8]. The dragline silk (or major ampullate 
silk) is particularly attractive because of its exceptional mechanical properties and ease of 
collection compared to other types of spider silk. To achieve the goal of producing syn-
thetic spider silk with comparable mechanical properties to natural silk, great effort has 
been made to elucidate the secondary structures and higher order organization of the 
dragline silk spidroins prior to [9-13] and after [14-28] fiber formation as well as the 
physicochemical conditions that are responsible for the structural transformation from 
soluble silk protein to insoluble super fiber [29-34]. 
The dragline silk contains primarily two proteins, major ampullate spidroin 
(MaSp) 1 and 2, which are both biomacromolecules with molecular weights exceeding 
250 kDa [14, 15, 35]. The molecular architecture of the dragline silk spidroins include a 
highly repetitive amphiphilic core region flanked by a non-repetitive hydrophilic N- and 
C-terminal domain with sequences that are highly conserved across different spider spe-
cies [36, 37]. The dragline silk spidroins are stored in the major ampullate (MA) glands at 
high concentration (~ 25 to 50 wt%) [3] and the core regions of the MaSp proteins were 
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shown with NMR spectroscopy to have no discernible secondary structures [9, 10, 12] 
exhibiting rapid backbone dynamics on the sub-nanosecond timescale [13]. In contrast, 
the terminal domains appear to be well-structured helical bundles and are proposed to 
facilitate spidroin assembly via dimerization at acidic pH [38-43]. During the silk protein 
self-assembly process, it is thought that the spidroins experience changes in physico-
chemical conditions along the elongated duct to drive silk formation in a controlled man-
ner [44-46]. In the final spun spider silk fiber, the spidroins were shown with X-ray dif-
fraction (XRD) and solid-state NMR methods to form nanocrystalline β-sheet structures 
aligned along the fiber axis interleaved with more disordered regions that form approxi-
mate 31-helical and type II β-turn conformations [16-28]. 
Despite the fast progress on characterizing the structures of spidroins in the silk 
fibers, it is still critical to understand the structural transitions as well as how the self-
assembly of spidroins is regulated by changes in physicochemical conditions during the 
spinning process. In order to elucidate the important physicochemical condition responsi-
ble for spider silk spidroin assembly, studies have been done on different systems includ-
ing spidroin mimics, recombinant spidroins, spidroins regenerated from spider silk or na-
tive spidroins from silk glands [29-34]. For example, it has been indicated that the high 
concentration of sodium chloride in the silk gland helps increase the solubility of the spi-
droins and prevents undesired aggregation [30, 31, 34] while, potassium and phosphate 
ions induce the formation of β-sheet structures [29, 30, 34]. Additionally, a pH gradient 
from neutral to acidic conditions was observed from the silk gland to the spinning duct 
indicating acidification is a critical parameter that drives the assembly of soluble spi-
droins into silk fibers [31, 34, 46]. Further, structural information on the recombinant N-
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terminal domains for spidroins provides an explanation for the mechanism of acidifica-
tion-assisted spidroin assembly at the molecular level [39, 41-43]. In addition, although 
relatively less studied, the effects of dehydration [44] and shearing force or elongation 
flow [47] are believed to also be important variables that promote β-sheet formation as 
well as molecular alignment of the spidroins during the spinning process. 
In this work, the impact of acidification on spidroin assembly is investigated for 
Latrodectus hesperus (Black Widow) native MA silk fluid with an in vitro 13C solid-state 
MAS NMR approach. The spider silk assembly process was investigated at a number of 
acidic pH conditions. Compared to other characterization techniques, this solid-state 
NMR method is able to resolve and detect poly(Ala) present in both the liquid (as random 
coil) and the solid phase (as insoluble β-sheet structures) during fiber assembly. The re-
sulting time dependent data represents the first illustration of monitoring pH-dependent 
native spider silk assembly kinetics in vitro with a spectroscopic method. The assembly 
of spider silk fibers from the native MA gland fluid was observed for a range of pH from 
3 to 6 with a long period for nucleation followed by a rapid pH-dependent elongation 
process. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Sample preparation 
Mature female Latrodectus Hesperus, Black Widow (BW), spiders were forcibly 
silked at a speed of 2 cm/s for a 30 min time period. During the silking process, each spi-
der was fed ~20 µL 15% (w/v) aqueous solution of uniformly labeled U-13C-L-alanine or 
U-[13C, 15N]-L-alanine every other day. After 2 weeks of isotope labeling, Ala, Gly, Gln 
and Ser are enriched with 13C [48]. The spiders were then sacrificed and dissected under 
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an optical microscope. The intact MA glands were carefully extracted from the spider’s 
abdomen and rinsed with ultra-pure water, the ducts, tails and outside membranes were 
then gently removed. The gland fluid from four intact MA glands from two isotope en-
riched BW spiders were transferred into a Bruker Kel-F 4 mm rotor insert filled with a 
aqueous solution of 5% (w/v) sodium azide (to prevent bacterial growth), 10 mM sodium 
formate and 10 mM piperazine buffer solution (as chemical pH indicator) [49]. Hydro-
chloric acid was added to adjust the pH of the buffer. For microscopy imaging, the silk 
protein solution at a pH = 3 was extracted from the rotor insert following silk fiber for-
mation as monitored by solid-state NMR experiments. A 10 times diluted and non-diluted 
silk protein solution were used for optical microscopy and transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM), respectively. 
3.2.2 Polarized light microscopy 
1 µL of the silk protein solution was placed on a glass slide and imaged using an 
Olympus MVX10 Macroview microscope with a SC100 camera. The light was polarized 
by Olympus polarizer SZX-PO and analyzed by SZX-AN analyzer. Images were taken 
and analyzed by the Olympus cellSens v1.9 software. 
3.2.3 Negative-staining transmission electron microscopy 
2 µL of the silk protein solution was deposited on a 200 mesh copper grid with a 
pure carbon support film. After 20 s of slow drying, 10 µL of 2 % (w/v) pH = 7.4 phos-
photungstic acid (PTA, Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA) solution was slowly introduced onto 
the sample for 60 s. The extra solution was gently removed from the side of the grid and 
the sample was dried at room temperature for 60 s. TEM images were acquired on a 
Philips CM200 TEM (Philips Electron Optics, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) at 200 kV. 
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3.2.4 Scanning electron microscopy 
The dragline silk sample was taped on the sample holder and coated with Au/Pd 
in a Denton vacuum sputter coater desk II for 120 s under a pressure of 200 mTorr. The 
deposition rate was 5 nm/min with a current of 20 mA. The SEM image was taken using 
a FEI XL30 Environmental SEM-FEG. The SEM was operating at a vacuum pressure 
less than 9×10-5 mbar and a beam current of 10.00 kV. 
3.2.5 NMR experiments 
All solid-state NMR experiments were conducted with a 400 MHz Bruker Avance 
III spectrometer equipped with a 4 mm double-resonance (1H/13C) MAS probe at 25 °C. 
One-dimensional (1D) 13C direct-detect (DD) MAS NMR spectra were obtained at a 4 
kHz MAS frequency with a 90° 13C pulse and 55 kHz TPPM [50] 1H decoupling during 
acquisition with a 15° phase shift. 256 scans were collected for each spectrum with a 7 s 
recycle delay (fully relaxed). In order to monitor silk fiber assembly kinetics, consecutive 
13C DD-MAS experiments were collected for a set of BW MA gland fluid samples incu-
bated at a pH = 3, 4 and 5 for 24, 28 and 35 hours, respectively. To test the impact of 
MAS on the fiber formation kinetics, a set of 1D 13C DD-MAS NMR spectra were col-
lected without MAS on a control sample incubated at pH = 4 (see Supporting Infor-
mation). 1D 1H-13C CP-MAS experiments were collected with 4 kHz MAS, a 1 ms 
ramped (50%) 1H spin-lock pulse with a radio-frequency (rf) field of 56.5 kHz matched 
to the -1 Hartmann-Hahn spinning side band on the 13C channel. TPPM [50] 1H decou-
pling was applied during acquisition with a 15º phase shift. The 1H-13C CP-MAS spectra 
were acquired right after collecting the 13C DD-MAS experiments for samples incubated 
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at a pH = 3, 4 and 5. Another set of samples was incubated at pH = 6 and 7 for 7 days be-
fore the 1H-13C CP-MAS experiments were collected. 
Two-dimensional (2D) 13C-13C correlation experiments were acquired at a 10 kHz 
MAS frequency with the DARR 13C-13C recoupling method [51, 52]. 150 ms of CW irra-
diation was applied on the 1H channel at the n=1 rotary-resonance condition. The acquisi-
tion parameters were a 25 kHz sweep width in both dimensions with 512 points in the 
direct dimension and 196 points in the indirect dimension, 128 scans were averaged with 
a 2.5 s recycle delay. The 2D DARR experiments were acquired on a BW MA silk gland 
fluid sample incubated at a pH = 3 for 24 hours and native spider dragline silk collected 
from the same spiders by forcible silking. 
3.2.5 Data processing and analysis 
In order to monitor spider silk assembly kinetics, 48 1D 13C DD-MAS spectra for 
pH = 4 sample, 56 1D 13C direct spectra for pH = 3 sample and 70 1D 13C direct spectra 
for pH = 5 sample were collected successively each 30 min following sample preparation. 
During data processing, all spectra were zero filled to 16 k data points and a 100 Hz line 
broadening was applied followed by baseline correction. To accurately extract the peak 
intensity of the random coil peak for Ala Cβ, the region from 13 ppm to 29 ppm was de-
convoluted into the following 4 peaks with chemical shifts extracted from the 2D DARR 
spectrum, Ala Cβ at 16.6 ppm (random coil), Ala Cβ at 20.5 ppm (antiparallel β-sheet), 
Ala Cβ at 23.0 ppm (parallel β-sheet) and Gln Cβ at 26.8 ppm (representative deconvolu-
tion of Ala Cβ resonance is shown in Figure 3.7). Spectrum process and deconvolution 
were accomplished by using the MestReNova v. 8.0.2 data process package. 
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The kinetic curves were then plotted with the measured peak intensities for the 
Ala Cβ random coil peak as a function of time (see Figure 3.7 and 3.8 for justification of 
using random coil peak intensities). To quantify the kinetic behavior of spider silk fiber 
formation and better analyze the impact of different pH conditions, a modified Kolmogo-
rov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) kinetic model [53] from the overall crystallization 
theory was applied to the experimental data. The general form of the analytical expres-
sion for the model is:  α t = 1− exp  [− (t θ)!]                                                                               Equation 3.1 
where α represents the normalized experimentally observed intensity for Ala Cβ random 
coil peak. θ is a time constant quantifying the time scale of fiber formation and n is a ki-
netic index indicating the rate of elongation. To accommodate the model to our experi-
mental data, a slight modification as follows was made to enable applicability of fitting a 
decreasing sigmoidal curve with non-zero fraction at equilibrium: α t = A+ 1−A   exp  [− (t θ)!]                                                                                     Equation 3.2 
where an extra parameter, A, was added to better determine the percentage of Ala that did 
not adopt a β-sheet conformation at equilibrium and remained random coil. The lag time, 
tl, and the maximal rate of elongation, k, can be determined based on the following for-
mulas: 
 t! = ((n− 1)/n)! ![1− (e((!!!)/!) − 1)/(n− 1)]!                                     Equation 3.3 𝑘 = (n− 1)  (n/(n− 1))(!/!)  e(!(!!!)/!)  /θ                                                    Equation 3.4 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Results 
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Figure 3.1. 1D 1H-13C CP MAS spectrum (A) and 2D 13C-13C DARR spectra (B, red) of U-13C-L-
alanine labeled BW MA gland fluid incubated at pH = 3 for 24 hours. Spectra were collected at 6 
kHz for CP-MAS and 10 kHz for DARR experiments. The 2D 13C-13C DARR spectrum of the U-
13C-L-alanine labeled BW dragline silk (B, black) was also collected and shown for comparison 
purposes.	  
During the spider silk spinning process, acidic conditions are observed in the duct 
region with reported pH values from 6.3 to a range of 5 to 4 (or even lower near the spin-
neret) [43, 46, 54, 55]. To examine whether the spidroins within the MA glands can be 
transformed from an unstructured, random coil state into an assembled fibrous state in 
vitro via acidification,13C-L-alanine labeled BW spider MA gland fluid was incubated at 
25 ºC for 24 hours at a pH = 3. Following acidification, a 13C CP-MAS spectrum was col-
lected that exhibits strong CP signals for Ala Cα, Cβ, CO and Gly Cα, CO resonances illus-
trating that Ala and Gly in the spidroins must adopt a rigid aggregate after being acidi 
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Figure 3.2. Polarized light microscopy images with (A) and without (B) cross-polars and TEM 
(C) image for silk fibers formed by incubating the BW MA silk gland fluid at pH = 3 for 24 
hours. SEM image of BW dragline silk fibers collected from the same spiders (D). 
fied for 24 hours (see Figure 3.1A). The resulting chemical shifts for the Ala and Gly 
peaks (Table 3.1) match with the corresponding β-sheet secondary structures. This is 
consistent with the poly(Ala) and poly(Gly-Ala) regions of the MaSp1 and MaSp2 motifs 
forming β-sheet structures as is known in native spider silk fibers [1-3, 16, 56-71]. 2D 
13C-13C DARR experiments were conducted to compare the structures between the ag-
gregated spidroins from the acidified gland fluid with the spidroins in the native MA fi-
bers collected from the same spiders (see Figure 3.1B). The 2D 13C-13C spectra and ex-
tracted conformation dependent chemical shifts are strikingly comparable illustrating that 
the structures formed in the acidified gland fluid are similar to the structures formed in 
native spider silk fibers. In Figure 3.1B, the cross peaks for Ala and Gly from aggregated 
silk gland fluid and silk fibers are overlapped and shown for comparison purposes and 
compare well. The only difference in the spectra of the native spider silk and the acidified  
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Table 3.1 13C chemical shift of native Black Widow MA gland protein before and after fiber for-
mation (aggregated) at acidic pH, the chemical shifts for model peptides with known secondary 
structures are shown for comparison purposes [56-71]. 
13C Chemical Shift a  
 gland aggregated native silk α-helical β-sheet random coil 
Ala Cα 50.3 48.3, 49.7 48.6, 49.4, 52.4 52.3-52.8 48.2-49.3 50.5 
Ala Cβ 16.5 20.5, 16.6 20.4, 17.0, 16.4 14.6-16.0 19.9-20.7 17.1 
Ala CO 175.5 172.2 172.4, 175.4 176.2-176.8 172.0-175.2 175.8 
Gly Cα 42.9 42.3 41.3, 43.0  43.2-44.3 43.1 
Gly CO 171.8 168.9, 171.9 168.8, 171.8  168.4-169.7 172.9 
Gln Cα 53.4 53.3 52.4 56.4-57.0 51.0-51.4 54.2 
Gln Cβ 26.8 26.9 27.4 25.6-26.3 29.0-29.9 27.4 
Gln Cγ 31.3 31.2 30.9 29.7-29.8 29.7-29.9 31.7 
Gln Cδ 177.8 177.7 177.5   178.5 
Gln CO 174.0 - 172.8 175.4-175.9 171.9-172.2 174.0 
aAll chemical shifts are referenced to TMS. 
gland fluid is the lower intensity observed for resonances from disordered helical and 
turn-like domains dues to presence of water. Water penetrates these disordered domains 
increasing local molecular dynamics for these regions with a corresponding decrease in 
CP efficiency. This is similar to observations made in supercontracted spider dragline silk 
where the silk is wetted with water [22, 27, 72, 73]. 
Optical microscopy and TEM experiments conducted on the acidified gland fluid 
extracted from the NMR sample at pH = 3 clearly confirm the formation of needle-like 
fibers 10-100 µm in length (see Figure 3.2A and B) illustrating that acidification of the 
gland fluid results in the formation of spider silk fibers. Interestingly, the fiber diameters 
were measured to be 1.5 ± 0.7 µm using TEM (see Figure 3.2C) which is very close to 
the 2.2 ± 0.1 µm diameter of native BW dragline silk fibers (Figure 3.2D). The large as-
pect ratio of the fibers formed from the silk gland fluid in the present study suggests that 
the β-sheet structures are likely to be aligned parallel to the fiber axis as in native spider 
silk. Although X-ray diffraction data on the fibers is required to confirm the alignment of 
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β-sheet nano-structures, the length of the fibers have made such studies challenging com-
pared to native spider silks. 
Different pH conditions ranging from 3 to 7 were investigated to study the impact 
of pH on spider silk assembly. Separate 13C-L-alanine labeled BW MA silk gland fluid 
samples were prepared and incubated at different pH conditions and 25 ºC.  In Figure 3.3, 
the 1H-13C CP-MAS spectra at different pH conditions are shown. At pH = 7, the spi-
droins remained unstructured for more than 7 days as no CP signal was de tected from the 
silk proteins. At pH’s below 7, the spidroins are assembled into an aggregated fiber with  
 
Figure 3.3 1H-13C CP MAS spectra of U-13C-L-alanine labeled BW MA silk gland fluid follow-
ing incubation at pH = 3 (red), pH = 4 (black), pH = 5 (blue), pH = 6 (green) and pH = 7 (magen-
ta). Spectra were collected following 24 hour incubation period for pH = 3 and 4, 48 hours for pH 
= 5 and 7 days for pH = 6 and 7 from initial sample preparation. 
a β-sheet rich conformation. The overlay of the CP spectra at pH below 7 shows no obvi-
ous difference in secondary structures. However, at pH = 6, the pH reported for the duct 
region of the spider silk gland [45, 46, 55] and the dimerization of the N-terminal domain 
[39, 41-43], an extremely long period of 7 days is required for the spidroins to self-
assemble into the aggregated, fibrous state. In contrast, at more acid environments, the 
time it takes for the spidroins to aggregate can be greatly reduced to less than 24 hours. 
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The effect of pH on the spider silk spidroin assembly kinetics was monitored with 
fully relaxed 13C DD-MAS solid-state NMR. For the unstructured spidroins, the 13C DD-
MAS spectrum exhibits relatively sharp peaks because of the fast sub-nanosecond silk 
protein backbone dynamics in the random coil state (see Figure 3.4A) [13]. However, af-
ter the silk fiber is formed, broader peaks are observed with 13C chemical shifts that cor-
respond to β-sheet structures (see Figure 3.4A). A time period of 24 to 35 hours was req- 
 
 
Figure 3.4. 13C DD-MAS NMR spectra of U-13C-L-alanine labeled BW MA silk gland fluid at 
pH = 4 before (A, black) and after spider silk assembly (A, red). The Ala Cβ region is framed by 
dashed lines and will be analyzed to monitor spider silk assembly kinetics. Ala Cβ regions from 
the 13C DD-MAS spectra collected at different time from sample preparation were stacked show-
ing that the decrease for the random coil resonance and increase for the β-sheet resonance can be 
observed simultaneously as a function of time (B). 
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uired to record the full process of spidroin assembly at different acidic pH conditions 
from 3 to 6. Consecutive 13C DD-MAS spectra were collected with each one requiring 30 
min to obtain quantifiable 13C spectra with acceptable S/N ratio. The spider silk assembly 
transition is clearly monitored in the Ala Cβ region of the spectrum where a simultaneous 
increase for the broad β-sheet resonance occurs with a corresponding de crease of the nar-
row random coil resonance (Figure 3.4B). The composition of the spidroins with different 
 
Figure 3.5. Time dependence of normalized peak integrals for random coil peak (black circle) 
and β-sheet peak (red circle) from the kinetic measurement of spider silk fiber formation for U-
13C-L-alanine labeled BW MA gland fluid at pH = 4 with 13C DD-MAS NMR. The data was fit to 
modified KJMA kinetic model and the extracted kinetic parameters are shown in Table 3.3. 
conformations at each sampling point was further extracted by deconvoluting the Ala Cβ 
region into 3 peaks (see Figure 3.7). 
 
Figure 3.6. Kinetic curves for U-13C-L-alanine labeled BW MA silk gland fluid incubated at pH 
= 3 (red circle), 4 (blue circle) and 5 (black circle). The solid curves were obtained by applying 
the modified KJMA model and the extracted kinetic parameters are shown in Table 3.2. 
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The time dependence of the increase of β-sheet components and the decrease of 
random coil components in the spidroins at pH = 4 is plotted in Figure 3.5. The trends of 
the two components are very close, which is further confirmed by applying the kinetic 
model to the data. The rate constant k for the random coil peak decrease is 0.52 compared 
to 0.54 for the increase of the β-sheet peak, while the lag times are 12.4 h and 12.1 h, re-
spectively (see Table 3.3). This result indicates the decrease of the random coil compo-
nent is mainly due to the formation of β-sheet aggregates. Although the increase of the 
broad peak for β-sheet conformation can be observed by solid-state NMR spectroscopy, it 
is advantageous to indirectly track the spidroin assembly by monitoring the decrease of 
the much narrower and intense random coil resonance to gain better sensitivity. In addi-
tion, it is worth noting that the agreement between the random coil decay and β-sheet 
build-up kinetics indicates that the vast majority of the NMR signal is observed in the 13C 
DD-MAS spectrum of native BW MA silk proteins prior to fiber formation and corrobo-
rates previous interpretations [13]. 
The kinetic curves for spider silk assembly at different pH were established by 
plotting the normalized peak intensities of the random coil peak for the Ala Cβ as a funct- 
Table 3.2 Fitting parameters from the kinetic curves using a modified KJMA model for spider 
silk fiber assembly at different pH conditions and different MAS frequencies. 
pH	   n	   θ	   A	   k	   tl	  3	  (4	  kHz	  MAS)	   45.5±3.6	   18.4±0.1	   0.22±0.01	   0.91±0.07	   17.7±0.1	  4	  (4	  kHz	  MAS)	   19.8±2.5	   13.3±0.1	   0.24±0.01	   0.55±0.07	   12.1±0.2	  5	  (4	  kHz	  MAS)	   14.2±0.5	   21.8±0.1	   0.20±0.01	   0.24±0.01	   19.2±0.1	  4	  (0	  kHz	  MAS)	   19.7±2.8	   13.2±0.1	   0.30±0.01	   0.55±0.08	   12.1±0.2	  
 
 
ion of time. A signature sigmoidal shaped kinetic curve was observed for the spider silk 
assembly process for the three acidic pH’s tested (see Figure 3.6). A long lag time was 
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observed followed by rapid elongation indicating that nucleation is a prerequisite. The 
impact of pH on the different phases of spidroin fiber formation can be analyzed by ap-
plying the modified KJMA model to the kinetic curves (Table 3.2). At pH = 4, the short-
est lag time (12.1 h) is required for the spidroins to shift to the rapid elongation phase. 
However, an extra 5.5 or 7 hours was observed for passing the nucleation phase at pH = 3 
or pH = 5. Although the nucleation phase took a longer time at pH = 5, the β-sheet con-
formation yielded the largest percentage (80 %) of Ala in a β-sheet structure at equilibri-
um suggesting longer nucleation times is beneficial for the complete formation of crystal-
line β-sheet components. However, the difference in the fraction of Ala that forms a β-
sheet structure at different acidic pH’s is small ranging from 70-80 % and not far off from 
the fraction of Ala in β-sheet structures from solid-state NMR studies on native BW MA 
silk fibers where it was determined to be 88 % [28]. The increasing rate constants of the 
elongation phase from 0.24 to 0.91 with decreasing pH values from 5 to 3 indicates that 
the elongation process is accelerated by more acidic conditions. 
5.3.2 Discussion 
The 13C DD-MAS NMR spectrum of the BW spidroins within the MA glands dis-
plays narrow resonances with chemical shifts matching a random coil structure. Although 
the spidroins are stored in the silk glands at a near neutral but slightly acidic environment 
(~ pH = 6.3), a high concentration of NaCl (~180 mM) is present and believed to prevent 
premature aggregation and maintain an unstructured, random coil state [45]. It has been 
proposed that an acidic pH gradient exists in the spinning system from the silk glands 
along the duct to the spinneret and is likely important for spider silk formation [46, 54]. 
With the limitation of experimental methods, accurate measurement to map out the pH 
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values in the spinning system is still challenging. However, the spidroins are expected to 
experience much lower pH values near the spinneret [55]. In addition, to induce fiber 
formation in vitro on the native spider silk gland fluid with a high NaCl content, a lower 
pH condition may be required compared to the in vivo spinning conditions. Therefore, to 
study the effect of acidic biochemical conditions on spider silk fiber formation, acidic 
conditions from pH = 6 to pH = 3 were investigated for the native BW MA spidroins. At 
pH = 7, the spidroins remain unstructured random coils for over 7 days with no evidence 
of aggregation, but when acidic conditions are applied, the metastable state of the un-
structured spidroins is disturbed and aggregation to silk fibers occurs albeit with different 
kinetics. The spidroins assemble into fibers at pH’s lower than 6, with no observable dif-
ference in the conformational structures of the folded spidroins for different pH values 
following fiber formation. However, distinguishable difference in the rates of fiber for-
mation from 7 days at pH = 6 to 24 hours at pH = 4 are observed, which lead to the study 
on the kinetics of spidroin fiber formation at acidic conditions with 13C DD-MAS NMR. 
The kinetic profile of spidroin fiber formation is a typical sigmoidal curve. The 
long period of lag time indicates nucleation is required to allow further elongation. Un-
like a parabolic curve, the sigmoidal curve also indicates no seeds existed in the system to 
help skip the nucleation phase [74]. Because nucleation is a crucial prerequisite for fiber 
formation, it was important to determine that centrifugal and centripetal forces from 
MAS did not influence the kinetics to any appreciable extent as confirmed by the static 
13C NMR experiments (see Figure 3.9 and Table 3.2). Comparison of the extracted kinet-
ic parameter for static and 4 kHz MAS conditions illustrates that MAS has little impact 
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on the spider silk assembly kinetics with the exception of a slightly higher remaining ran-
dom coil fraction of 0.30 and 0.24 at equilibrium for the two conditions, respectively.  
The lag times observed for spider silk fiber formation as a function of pH in the 
present study are surprisingly long (> 12 hours) indicating that pH may not be the bio-
chemical variable that controls nucleation. Previous studies on silkworm fibroins and spi-
der spidroins indicate shorter lag times for fiber formation [29, 30, 34, 75]. These previ-
ous studies are likely not comparable to the investigation here because of the dilute (~ 
0.1 % by wt) protein concentrations used compared to the much higher concentration of 
silk proteins (~ 30 % by wt) in the silk glands used in this study. Even though the remain-
ing NaCl in the silk gland may postpone nucleation, the over 12 hours of lag time implies 
that other mechanisms may be responsible for nucleation. One possible explanation for 
this is the gel-like state of spider silk spidroins inside the MA gland that can prevent or 
postpone nucleation. Thus, any approaches to dissolve the dope inside silk glands will 
remove this stabilizing effect of the gel-like state with high salt content leading to faster 
aggregation due to increased hydrophobic interactions.Similarly, one must consider the 
other physicochemical influences such as dehydration, shearing forces and the influence 
of other ions that could be introduced in the duct to assist the nucleation process [29-31, 
34, 44, 46, 47]. 
As shown in Figure 3.6, the shortest nucleation phase was observed at a pH near 
the isoelectric point (pI = 4.25) of the N-terminal domains (NTD) of the spidroins [38]. 
This result indicates the nucleation process may be related to the NTD. The NTD is 
known to dimerize at a pH = 6 and the dimerization becomes more stable as pH decreases 
[39, 41, 43]. Compared to a pH = 3 or 5, the solubility of the NTD dimer is much lower 
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at a pH = 4. Therefore, the critical size for the cluster or nuclei of NTD dimers required to 
trigger fiber formation is reduced. As a result, a shorter nucleation phase is observed at a 
pH = 4. In comparison, during the elongation process, the spidroins exhibit faster elonga-
tion rate at lower pH values. Since the pI of the entire silk protein was experimentally 
estimated to be ~ 4.2 [30, 31], the fastest rate of elongation phase at pH = 3 implies that 
the elongation phase is not governed by the solubility change of the entire silk protein. In 
addition, a larger percent of β-sheet structures is formed in the silk fibers with longer nu-
cleation time. Combining the information listed above, it is reasonable to propose a pos-
sible model to explain the function of the pH gradient in the spinning system. The spi-
droins are initially stored in an unstructured, random coil state at near neutral pH, where 
the spidroins can remain stable. At pH = 6, the NTD first starts to form dimers with nu-
cleation initiated by the growth of the NTD dimer clusters. Larger clusters are formed at a 
pH ~ 5 to ensure higher percentage of β-sheet structures in the silk fiber, then the solu-
bility of the cluster drops dramatically at a pH = 4 leading to rapid fiber formation. When 
the dope is close to the spinneret the elongation rate can be accelerated even further by 
decreasing the pH below 4. Thus, a pH gradient can be used to regulate the speed of the 
nucleation and elongation as well as the final β-sheet composition in the spider silk as-
sembly process. 
3.4 Conclusions 
The kinetics of spider silk assembly were tracked with solid-state NMR spectros-
copy for native BW MA silk proteins as a function of pH. The resulting kinetic profiles 
reveal that silk fiber formation is nucleation dependent and the rate of nucleation reaches 
a maximum when the pH value is close to the pI of the N-terminal domain. In addition, 
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decreasing the pH value can accelerate the rate of elongation while, a higher percentage 
of the spidroins was observed to exhibit a β-sheet conformation in the silk fiber at less 
acidic condition. Therefore, the gradual pH decrease along the duct can be used to opti-
mize the speed of silk production as well as to achieve higher crystalline compositions in 
the final fibers. We anticipate that this in vitro 13C solid-state NMR approach will be a 
valuable tool moving forward to interrogate a range of biochemical conditions on spider 
silk assembly including the effect of various salts. Such studies are already under way in 
our laboratory. 
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3.6 Supplementary Materials 
Table 3.3. Fitting parameters for applying the KJMA model to the time dependent 13C MAS 
NMR data. The Ala Cβ random coil component decreases while, the β-sheet peak increases in 
intensity as a function of time during incubation at pH = 4. 
 n θ k tl (h) 
coil decrease 19.3±3.3 13.6±0.1 0.52±0.09 12.4±0.2 
sheet increase 19.6±1.1 13.3±0.1 0.54±0.03 12.1±0.1 
 
The similar fitting parameters for the time dependent kinetic curves for the ran-
dom coil peak decrease and β-sheet peak increase indicates that this approach directly 
tracks the conversion of Ala-rich domains from random coil in the gland fluid to insolu-
ble β-sheet aggregate. In addition, the nearly identical kinetics observed for the decrease 
in random coil and increase in β-sheet Ala Cβ components indicates that the decrease in 
random coil can be used solely for the kinetic analysis. Since the random coil peak is 
much narrower and more intense than the β-sheet peak, it is more sensitive and reliable to 
track the kinetics of the protein assembly and also allows us to interrogate the effect of 
MAS on the sample (see Figure 3.7 for representative fitted spectrum). The gland fluid is 
very sensitive to mechanical shearing and it is important to ensure that the centrifugal and 
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centripetal forces applied to the gland fluid during MAS does not influence the spider silk 
assembly kinetics. 
 
Figure 3.7. The Ala Cβ regions from the 13C DD-MAS NMR spectra were deconvoluted into 
three peaks at 16.6 (random coil), 20.5 and 23.0 (β-sheet) ppm. Additional Gln Cβ peak was add-
ed to increase the accuracy for extracting the peak intensities and integrals. 
 
Figure 3.8. Time dependence of the normalized Ala Cβ peak integrals (black circle) and intensi-
ties (red circle) for U-13C-L-alanine labeled BW MA silk gland fluid at pH = 4. 13C DD-MAS 
NMR was used to track the silk assembly kinetics with 4 kHz MAS. The kinetic profiles observed 
for the peak integrals and peak intensities are very similar indicating that using peak intensities to 
quantify silk protein populations in random coil is as accurate as using integrals. 
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Figure 3.9. To determine if MAS impacts the measurement of the spider silk assembly kinetics, 
the time dependent data with or without MAS was collected. Kinetic curves of the silk protein 
assembly at pH = 4 with static (A, black circle) and 4 kHz MAS (A, red circle) conditions. The 
Ala Cβ  regions from 13C DD-MAS NMR spectra of the silk proteins at pH = 4 were collected at 
different time points with static (B) and 4 kHz MAS (C) conditions. The red and black spectrum 
was collected at a time of 30 mins and 24 hours following sample preparation, respectively. Ex-
cept for a slight difference in the percentage of the residual random coil components, the two re-
sulting kinetic curves are nearly identical. Thus, applying 4 kHz MAS does not influence the spi-
der silk assembly kinetics to any appreciable extent. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Protein Secondary Structure of Green Lynx Spider Dragline Silk Investigated by Solid-
state NMR and X-ray Diffraction 
4.1 Introduction 
Spiders have evolved for millions of years and their ability to produce silk fibers 
is conserved for most of the species in the spider family [1]. Spiders can produce up to 
six different types of silk fibers and one type of glue and use them for specific purposes 
to survive their living environments [2-4]. Compare to other natural or man-made fiber 
materials, the uniqueness of spider silk is the combination of the outstanding strength and 
extraordinary extensibility [2-6]. Along with its biocompatibility, spider silk is, without 
doubt, an attractive biomaterial and has been extensively studied by scientists from mul-
tiple disciplines  [7-31]. 
Major ampullate spider silk, also known as dragline silk, has been frequently cho-
sen as the model to investigate the molecular architecture because of its remarkable me-
chanical properties and the accessibility of large sample size. It is believed that the me-
chanical properties of spider silk originate from its unique molecular structure. For Or-
biculariae spiders, the dragline silk mainly contains two types of proteins, named MaSp1 
and MaSp2 [7, 8]. The primary sequences for the two proteins have been partially or fully 
elucidated in previous studies [7, 18, 32-36]. The core regions, which accounts for ≥ 
90% of the proteins, are highly repetitive with conserved amino acid motifs. X-ray dif-
fraction studies revealed that dragline silk consists of crystalline regions and amorphous 
regions [11-15, 30, 37, 38]. The crystallites are found in nanometer scale and aligned par-
allel to the fiber axis from wide-angle X-ray diffraction [11, 12, 15, 30, 34, 37, 38]. Fur-
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thermore, solid-state NMR results showed that the nanocrystallites are β-sheet structures 
primarily formed by poly(Ala) motifs [9, 10, 17, 19-22, 24, 31, 39, 40]. And the amor-
phous regions mainly comprise disordered 31-helical and type II β-turn structures formed 
by Gly-Gly-X and Gly-Pro-Gly-X-X motifs, respectively [9, 10, 17, 19-24, 31, 39, 40]. 
The understanding of protein molecular structures provides critical insight into correla-
tions between the molecular design of spider silk and the physical properties [23, 41, 42]. 
However, to date, the synthetic spider silk spun from the expressed spider silk proteins do 
not have comparable mechanical properties to the natural silks [25, 26, 43, 44]. 
Green Lynx spiders belong to the RTA clade family. Similar to Orbiculariae, the 
RTA clade is also one sub-family in the super family of Entelegynae [34, 45]. The Green 
Lynx spiders can produce two types of silks similar to the major and minor ampullate 
silks of Orbiculariae spiders. The mechanical properties of the major ampullate silk from 
Green Lynx spiders are comparable to that of the Orbiculariae silks [46, 47]. When wet-
ted with water, the silk fibers contract up to 10 % in length [46, 48], which is also similar 
to the supercontraction phenomenon in the Orbiculariae silks [5, 49, 50]. However, in 
contrast to the Orbiculariae spiders, Green Lynx spiders do not spin webs but only lay 
silks on the ground as they walk [48]. In addition, cDNA analysis showed that only one 
MaSp1-like protein observed in the Green Lynx major ampullate silk fibers [46, 48]. 
Therefore, although the Green Lynx spider shares great similarities with the Orbiculariae 
spiders in their major ampullate silks, the molecular difference makes it interesting to 
compare the silk from Green Lynx spiders with the well studied Orbiculariae dragline 
silks.  
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In this study, we combined wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) [30, 31] and 
solid-state NMR techniques [24, 31] to investigate protein secondary structure of the ma-
jor ampullate silk from the Green Lynx spiders. The WAXD pattern can provide detailed 
information about the sizes of the nanocrystallites as well as the orientational orders of 
the crystalline and amorphous regions. Two-dimensional (2D) 13C-13C correlation exper-
iments with dipolar-assisted rotational resonance (DARR) solid-state NMR detects inter-
residue and intra-residue through space 13C-13C correlations. In conjunction with the 
DARR experiments, 2D 13C-13C double quantum/single quantum (DQ/SQ) refocused In-
credible Natural Abundance DoublE QUAntum Transfer Experiment (INADEQUATE) 
provide additional through bond 13C-13C correlations. Conformations of amino acid resi-
dues in the major ampullate silk can be determined by the corresponding 13C chemical 
shifts extracted from the 2D experiments. Finally, the percentages for the amino acids in 
specific secondary structures are quantified and correlated with the amino acid motifs in 
the primary sequence of the silk protein. 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Sample preparation 
Mature female Peucetia viridans spiders were fed with tap water and crickets 
once per week. Spiders were forcibly silked at a speed of 2 cm/s for 1 hour every other 
day. The major ampullate silk (dragline silk) was well separated from the minor ampul-
late silk (Figure 10) with the aid of optical microscope. To isotope enrich the dragline silk, 
the spiders were fed with ~20 µl of U-[13C, 15N]-L-alanine or U-[13C, 15N]-L-proline so-
lution (15% w/v) during silk collection [51]. A total of 10 mg was collected for each iso-
tope-enriched sample. In addition, a natural abundance silk sample (8 mg) was collected. 
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To prepare water-wetted silk samples, the dragline silk was soaked in 99.9% D2O for 12 
hour to allow water saturation in the silk fibers. Isotopes were purchased from Cambridge 
Isotopes Laboratories, Inc. and used as received. 
4.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy 
The dry dragline silk sample was taped on the sample holder and coated with 
Au/Pd in a Denton vacuum sputter coater desk II for 180 s under a pressure of 200 mTorr. 
The deposition rate was 5 nm/min with a current of 20 mA. The SEM image was taken 
using a FEI XL30 Environmental SEM-FEG. The SEM was operating at a vacuum pres-
sure less than 9×10-5 mbar and a beam current of 7.00 kV.  
4.2.3 Wide-angle X-ray diffraction 
X-ray experiments were carried out at Argonne National Laboratory Advanced 
Photon Source BioCars 14-ID-B.14-ID-B beam energy is 9 KeV and the corresponding 
X-ray wavelength is 1.38 Å. The detector is Mar165 3072×3072 CCD from marXperts 
GmbH with a pixel pitch of 79 µm. Distance between detector and sample was fixed at 
180 mm throughout the experiments. Silk sample was mounted to xyz-translation goni-
ometer head with helium gas chamber placed between CCD detector and sample. The 
exposure time varies from 2 sec to 6 sec depending on the size of silk bundle. For each 
sample we take ten exposures. Background was taken by translating silk bundle away 
from X-ray beam. Multiple X-ray exposures were averaged and background subtracted 
using software Fit2D [52]. 1D WXRD profile was obtained by using azimuthal integra-
tion functionality in Fit2D. Automatic Gaussian peak searching was performed using 
lsqcurvefit optimization routine in MATLAB. 
4.2.4 Solid-state NMR experiments 
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Solid-state NMR experiments were conducted on a Varian VNMRS 400 MHz 
wide-bore spectrometer with a 1.6 mm triple resonance magic angle spinning (MAS) 
probe configured in 1H/13C/15N mode. All 1D and 2D solid-state NMR experiments were 
collected under a MAS frequency of 35 kHz. 13C direct detect (DD) MAS NMR experi-
ments were performed on natural abundance, U-[13C, 15N]-L-alanine and U-[13C, 15N]-L-
proline labeled dragline silk samples with 135 kHz 1H two-pulse phased-modulated 
(TPPM) decoupling [53] during acquisition. The spectra were collected with 25 kHz 
sweep width, 10 s recycle delay for dry samples and 1 s for water-wetted samples. A fully 
relaxed 13C DD MAS NMR spectrum was collected on the U-[13C, 15N]-L-alanine labeled 
water-wetted dragline silk sample with 50 s recycle delay and 1024 transients. 1H-13C 
cross-polarization (CP) MAS NMR experiments were conducted on all dry dragline silk 
samples with 25 kHz sweep width, 3 s recycle delay and 135 kHz 1H TPPM decoupling 
during acquisition. 1H-13C CP condition was matched with a ramped 1H rf field from ~ 
141 kHz to ~ 149 kHz and 13C rf field of 100 kHz. The contact time during CP was 1 ms. 
The same CP condition was utilized for all other CP-based 2D experiments in this study. 
2D DARR experiments were collected on the [13C, 15N]-enriched dragline silk 
with a sweep width of 25 kHz in both dimensions. 512 and 256 data points were acquired 
for direct and indirect dimensions, respectively. The 1H-13C CP condition was the same 
as described above. Continuous wave irradiation was applied on the 1H channel with a rf 
matching the 35 kHz rotary frequency. Spectra were collected with a DARR mixing time 
of 150 ms and 1 s to gain through space intra- and/or inter-residue correlations. 32 transi-
ents, 3 s recycle delay and 135 kHz 1H TPPM decoupling was used. 
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Two versions of 2D refocused DQ/SQ INADEQUATE NMR experiment were 
performed on [13C, 15N]-enriched dragline silk samples. A CP-based version [39, 54] was 
applied on the dry silk samples, while another 13C direct polarized version [21] was used 
on the water-wetted silk samples. The spectra were collected with 25 kHz sweep width 
and 1024 complex points in the direct dimension and 35 kHz in the indirect dimension. 
An average experimental time of 24 hour was achieved by adjusting the number of com-
plex points collected on the indirect dimension ranging from 128 to 256 in accommodate 
with the number of transients from 288 to 64. 1 s and 3 s recycle delays were utilized for 
the water-wetted silk sample to superimpose different components in the wetted silk and 
3 s recycle delay was used for the dry silk sample. Chemical shifts and linewidths of the 
carbonyl peaks for Ala and Gly were extracted from the refocused INADEQUATE spec-
tra of water-wetted U-[13C, 15N]-L-alanine labeled dragline silk. With the chemical shifts 
and linewidths for each component, the carbonyl region of the fully relaxed 13C DD MAS 
spectrum was fit to extract peak heights to determine the percentages of Ala and Gly  in 
β-sheet structure. The aliphatic region was fit using the chemical shifts for each peak ob-
tained from INADEQUATE spectra and the Ser Cβ  peak was fit into two components, 
one is for β-sheet structure and the other is for helical structure. Spectrum deconvolution 
was performed with MestReNova (version 8). 
4.2.5 Structural Composition Prediction and Quantification [24] 
Percentages of Ala, Gly and Ser in β-sheet conformation were predicted based on 
the partial amino acid sequence of MaSp1 protein for Green Lynx dragline silk (acces-
sion No. GU306168). Amino acids were predicted to adopt β-sheet conformation if they 
were in the motifs matching the following rules: (i) any poly(Ala) regions with four or 
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more Ala were counted as β-sheet; (ii) any poly(Gly-X) (X=Ala or Ser) regions were 
counted as β-sheet; (iii) any Gly, Ser preceding or terminating the poly(Ala) or poly(Gly-
X) regions were considered as β-sheet; (iv) in the non representative domain, any region 
that consists of four or more amino acids that include only Ala, Gly and Ser was counted 
as β-sheet. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Results 
Mature female Green Lynx spider (Figure 4.1A) was forcibly silked and bundles of drag-
line silk (Figure 4.1B) were collected for solid-state NMR or wide angle X-ray diffraction. 
The forcibly silked GL dragline silk fibers are uniformly shaped with a diameter of ~ 1 
µm as measured by SEM (Figure 4.1C). WAXD experiments were performed on the 
dragline silk sample to characterize the secondary structure. 2D WAXD pattern of a ver-
tically aligned Peucetia viridans major ampullate spider silk fiber bundle is shown in 
Figure 4.2. The beamstop shadow and CCD detector lines (yellow) have been masked for 
integration. In addition, the diffraction intensity has been color-coded by Fit2D to assist 
visualizing the pattern. The observed diffraction pattern is comparable to previously pub-
lished major ampullate spider silks [30, 31]. The equatorial reflections are commonly as-
signed to β-sheet nanocrystalline structures with the reflections 30 degrees on either side 
of the axis arising from the electron density of the surrounding amorphous regions [55]. 
Figure 4.3A shows the azimuthal integration of an equatorial wedge 15 degrees on either 
side of the horizontal axis deconvoluted to demonstrate the Gaussian fitting procedure 
results used to optimize the reflection positions. These two strongest reflections are fre-
quently assigned to the beamstop shadow was integrated to obtain parameters for the  
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Figure 4.1.  (A) Picture of a mature female Peucetia viridans spider; (B) Optical microscopy im-
age of Peucetia viridans spider dragline silk bundle; (C) SEM image of a single dragline silk fiber. 
 
final dimension of the unit cell arising from the (002) reflection (Figure 4.3B). The addi-
tional narrow peak occurring around 13.5 degrees in 2θ space is commonly assigned to 
the superlattice reflection and is not usually associated with a β-sheet structure. The fiber 
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Figure 4.2. 2D wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) pattern of Peucetia viridans spider major 
ampullate silk. 
 
bundle was well aligned and had sufficient fiber proximity that many higher order reflec-
tions were observed in this 2D pattern. The 12 most intense unique and well differentiat-
ed reflections were iteratively used to calculate an orthorhombic unit cell of dimensions 
6.6 Å by 9.7 Å by 10.9 Å. The radial broadening of the crystalline fractions in 2θ space 
was used to approximate the nanocrystallite dimensions through Scherrer’s formula, 𝐿 = 0.9  ×  𝜆/(𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀  ×   cos𝜃). These data illustrate that the nanocystalline dimensions 
were 2.5 nm by 3.3 nm by 3.8 nm as calculated from the (200), (120), and (002) reflec-
tions. The integration of the equatorial (200) and (120) reflection comprise the majority 
of the component relating to the β-sheet nanocrystallites and as a percentage of the total 
diffraction intensity, we can approximate the crystalline component of the silk at 20 %. 
Radial integration of a narrow ring around the (200) and (120) reflections can be used to 
approximate the orientation factor of the β-sheet nanocrystallites within the spider silk 
fiber (Figure 4.3C). The obtained orientation factor of 0.980 indicates there is nearly per-
fect alignment of these nanocrystallites within the fiber along the fiber axis. The small 
component of disorder likely arises from imperfect alignment of the fibers within the 
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bundle. The amorphous component can also be aligned when adjacent disordered strands 
are parallel to each other. The (201) reflection demonstrated in Figure 4.3D is associated 
with the amorphous component of the spider silk fibers and equates to an amorphous ori-
entation factor of 0.887.  
 
Figure 4.3. 1D XRD radial intensity profiles for GL major ampullate silk fibers. The (120/200) 
equatorial peaks (A) and the (002) meridian peak (B) are deconvoluted into broad amorphous and 
narrow crystalline components (black line). The (200) and (120) peak (C and D) are also radially 
deconvoluted (black line). Blue line is the experimental data while the red line is the total fit. 
 
Previous reports on the partial sequence of the MaSp1-like protein do not provide accu-
rate amino acid composition of Green Lynx dragline silk [46]. Here, amino acid analysis 
was applied on natural abundance silk sample utilizing a 1H solution-state NMR tech-
nique as previously described (Figure 4.9) [56]. The molar percentages of 15 amino acids 
in the silk proteins was measured and shown in Table 4.2. As a member from the RTA 
clade, Green Lynx spiders were predicted to use only the MaSp1-like protein in their 
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Figure 4.4. 13C DD MAS spectra of dry (blue) and wet (red) major ampullate silk and 13C CP 
MAS spectra (black) of dry major ampullate silk from (A) natural; (B) U-[13C, 15N]-L-Ala labeled 
and (C) U-[13C, 15N]-L-Pro labeled Peucetia viridans spiders. 
 
dragline silk [48]. However, the existence of Pro with 3.0% molar percentage was ob-
served in the hydrolyzed silk solution. Pro was by far exclusively found in MaSp2-like 
protein in spider dragline silk [34]. Therefore, the determined high Pro content suggests 
that Green Lynx dragline silk consists of both MaSp1 and MaSp2 proteins. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. 2D 13C-13C correlation NMR spectrum of (A) U-[13C, 15N]-L-Ala labeled and (B) U-
[13C, 15N]-L-Pro labeled Peucetia viridans spider dry major ampullate silk with DARR mixing 
time of 150 ms. (C) Slices at Pro Cα were extracted from 2D 13C-13C DARR experiments of U-
[13C, 15N]-L-Pro labeled dry major ampullate silk with 150 ms (top) and 1 s (bottom) mixing 
times. 
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1H -13C CP MAS NMR spectrum of natural abundance Green Lynx dragline silk 
is displayed in Figure 4.4A (black). Signals were observed for amino acid with composi-
tion higher than 3%, including Ala, Gly, Gln, Asx (aspartic acid and aspartate) and Ser. 
Tyr (2.7%) side chain can be unambiguously identified because of the distinct chemical 
shifts from 100 to 160 ppm. As shown in Figure 4.4B and 3C, the level of 13C enrich-
ments for Ala and Pro were significantly elevated, when the spider silk was isotope-
enriched by feeding the spiders with uniformly 13C labeled Ala or Pro solutions. In addi-
tion to Ala and Pro, 13C was also enriched in Gly, Gln and Ser [56].  
Ala Cβ and Ser Cβ peaks exhibit considerable asymmetry, indicating that Ala and 
Ser are likely incorporated into two distinct secondary structures. The multiple compo-
nents can be further resolved in spectra collected on water-wetted silk samples.  Interact-
ing with water leads to plasticize the non β-sheet regions in silk fibers and the reconfigu-
ration of silk protein secondary structures. As a result, the anisotropic morphology of the 
crystalline regions is interrupted and the amorphous regions become less restricted [17, 
57-59]. Therefore, the plasticizing effect of water on spider dragline silk can be utilized 
to increase the resolution of its NMR spectra [24, 31, 40]. In Figure 4.4, 13C DD MAS 
NMR spectra of three silk samples were collected in dry (blue) and water-wetted (red) 
conditions. Spectral resolution in the carbonyl region is significantly improved for the 
wet silk compared with the dry samples. 
2D 13C-13C correlation spectra of the U-[13C, 15N]-L-Ala and U-[13C, 15N]-L-Pro 
labeled GL dragline silk are shown in Figure 4.5A and 4B. With a DARR mixing time 
of150 ms, two sets of intra-residue correlation can be observed between Ala Cα, Cβ and 
CO for both silk samples. The Ala Cα, Cβ and CO with chemical shifts of 49.2, 20.9and 
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Figure 4.6. 2D 13C-13C through-bond double quantum/single quantum (DQ/SQ) refocused IN-
ADEQUATE NMR spectrum of (A) U-[13C, 15N]-L-Ala labeled and (B) U-[13C, 15N]-L-Pro la-
beled Peucetia viridans spider dry major ampullate silk. (C) 2D INADEQUATE spectrum of U-
[13C, 15N]-L-Ala labeled Peucetia viridans spider wet major ampullate silk. Inset shows the CO 
regions of the 2D INADEQUATE spectra collected with 1s (right) and 3 s (left) recycle delays. 
 
172.6 ppm show an intense correlation. The other correlation with less intensity was ob-
served with Ala Cα at 50.3 ppm, Ala Cβ at 17.2 ppm and Ala CO at 175.5 ppm. Based on 
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their chemical shifts, the two correlations were assigned as the Ala adopting β-sheet and 
helical secondary structures, respectively. In Figure 4.5B, the 13C-13C correlations within 
the Pro spin system can be identified. The chemical shifts for Pro Cα, Cβ, Cγ, Cδ and CO 
were extracted at 60.7, 30.7, 25.0, 47.9 and 173.0 ppm. In addition, weak intermolecular 
correlation between Ala Cα and Gly Cα can be observed in Figure 4.5A. However, as 
shown in Figure 4.5C, no intermolecular correlation between Pro Cα and Gly Cα can be 
observed in the slices extracted at Pro Cα (60.7 ppm) even when 1s of DARR mixing time 
was applied (Figure 4.5C, bottom). 
 
Figure 4.7. The carbonyl and aliphatic regions from the fully relaxed 13C direct detect (DD) MAS 
NMR spectrum of the U-[13C, 15N]-L-alanine labeled Peucetia viridans spider wet major ampul-
late silk. The spectrum was deconvoluted to extract the percentages of Ala, Gly and Ser residues 
that are incorporated into a β-sheet or helical conformations. 
 
Additional 2D through-bond DQ/SQ refocused INADEQUATE NMR spectra 
were collected on 13C-enriched Green Lynx dragline silk. Cross-polarization was utilized 
to detect the 13C spins in the dry silk samples (Figure 4.6A and 4.5B). Double quantum 
correlations of Ala Cα-Cβ, Ala Cα-CO, Gly Cα-CO and Gln Cγ-Cδ were presented in Fig-
ure 4.6A. Figure 4.6B displays the correlations between Pro Cα-Cβ, Pro Cβ-Cγ, Pro Cα-CO 
as well as the correlation between Gln Cα-Cβ. In addition to confirming the chemical shift 
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assignments determined from the through-space experiments in Figure 4.6, another two 
sets of correlations between Ser Cα-Cβ were observed, indicating two secondary struc-
tures for Ser. To better resolve the overlapped the carbonyl region, the refocused INAD-
EQUATE NMR experiments were applied on the wet U-[13C, 15N]-L-Ala labeled silk. As 
the CP efficiency will be reduced from the increasing mobility of silk proteins in the wet 
sample, direct-polarization excitation was used instead. Ala and Gly each show two dis-
tinct carbonyl environments in the inset of Figure 4.6C. Due to the fact that the more rig-
id β-sheet structure has a longer T1 relaxation time than the relative mobile helical struc-
ture, hence the intensity of the β-sheet peaks will be enhanced by longer recycle delay (3 
s compares to 1 s) [24]. Therefore, the Ala CO at 172.6 ppm and Gly CO at 169.6 ppm 
were identified as β-sheet conformation while Ala CO at 175.5 ppm and Gly CO at 171.8 
ppm were determined to be in helical secondary structure. 
With the chemical shift and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) extracted 
from Figure 4.6C, the percentage of the secondary structures can be quantified by fitting 
the carbonyl region of a fully relaxed 13C DD NMR spectrum. As shown in the left panel 
of Figure 4.7, the carbonyl region was fitted into several components according to the 
corresponding chemical shift and FWHM. 82±1 % of Ala and 40±2 % of Gly are de-
termined to present in β-sheet regions. The Ala and Gly in helical conformation are found 
to be 18±1 % and 60±2 %, respectively. The fit of Ala Cβ peak in the right panel gives 
a percentage of 20±3 % helical and 80±3 % β-sheet, which is consistent with the results 
obtained from fitting the carbonyl region. In addition, the asymmetric Ser Cβ peak was fit 
into two components. The secondary structure assignment for Ser Cβ were conducted by 
comparing the relative intensity of the two components in the 13C DD NMR spectra of 
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the wet and dry silk collected with 1 s recycle delay (data no shown) [24, 31]. The Ser Cβ 
at 61.8 ppm was relatively enhanced in the wet silk, indicating it is the mobile helical 
component. Thus, 54±2 % of Ser are in helical structure and 46±2 % are in β-sheet 
structure. 
 
Figure 4.8. Partial primary amino acid sequence for the Peucetia viridans spider MaSp1 protein. 
The Ala, Gly and Ser residues predicted by the primary sequence to adopt β-sheet conformation 
were colored in red, blue and green respectively. 
 
Partial amino acid sequence of the MaSp1 silk protein of the Green Lynx spider is 
displayed in Figure 4.8. The partial sequence was used to estimate the percentage of the 
secondary structures based on the amino acid motif model described in the method sec-
tion. All the color-coded amino acids were counted as adopting β-sheet  
Table 4.1. Percent of β-sheet and helical conformations in the Peucetia viridans spider major 
ampullate silk predicted by the primary amino acid sequence (AA%) and determined from de-
convolution of the fully relaxed 13C DD-MAS NMR spectrum (NMR%). 
 
 
conformation while the rest are considered as being in helical conformation. Since only 
MaSp1 silk protein has been identified in the dragline silk of the Green Lynx spider [46], 
there is no information on the ratio of MaSp1 and MaSp2 proteins available at this mo-
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ment. Due to the similarity of the amino acid compositions in the two spider silk proteins, 
the partial sequence of MaSp1 protein is a reasonable representative of the entire Green 
Lynx spider dragline silk protein. As shown in Table 4.1, based on this model in Figure 
4.8, 78 % of Ala, 38 % of Gly and 42 % of Ser were predicted to present in β-sheet re-
gions. And this result is consistent with NMR measurement. 
5.3.2 Discussion 
Compare to the dragline silk from Nephila or Black Widow spiders, Green Lynx 
spiders produce much thinner fibers. But the dragline silk from Green Lynx spiders are 
still comparable to other dragline silks in terms of mechanical properties [47, 48]. This 
similarity can be mainly attributed to the similar hierarchical structure shared by the spi-
der dragline silks. As indicated by the WAXD data, the Green Lynx dragline silk has the 
same molecular architecture where fractal crystals in nanometer scale are embedded in 
the amorphous matrix. The crystalline region and amorphous region are both highly ori-
ented according to their orientational orders. However, the size of the nanocrystalline 
components is relatively smaller, especially in the direction along the fiber axis [38]. The 
result implies that the length of the backbones in the β-sheet structures is relatively short-
er, which in turn leads to the lower strength of the silk fiber [60]. This can be explained 
by the fewer numbers of Ala in the poly(Ala) motif in the partial sequence of the MaSp1 
protein of GL dragline silk. 
Solid-state NMR data provides detailed information about the secondary struc-
tures for the building blocks in the dragline silk protein. Ala, Gly and Ser in the Green 
Lynx silk protein are probed to adopt both β-sheet and helical structures. Most Ala are in 
the β-sheet conformation, which can be ascribed to the poly(Ala) and poly(Gly-Ala) mo-
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tifs. As comparison, the majority of Gly are in the Gly-Gly-X (X can be Gln, Tyr, Arg, 
Phe, Leu, Val and Ala) motifs, which contribute to the 60 % of Gly that are in helical 
structure. As fewer Ser are adjacent to the motifs of poly(Ala) and poly(Gly-Ala), the 
percentage of Ser in β-sheet is smaller than that in helical conformation. The percentage 
of crystallinity for the Green Lynx dragline silk is estimated to be 40.0±1.2 % from the 
percentage of Ala, Gly and Ser that are in β-sheet conformation. This crystallinity from 
WAXD is always much smaller than that calculated from the NMR data [24, 30]. This 
discrepancy may be explained by difference of the two methods in counting the percent-
age of crystals. The percentage from X-ray data is based on the volume of the crystalline 
region while the one from NMR data is based on the molar percent of the involved amino 
acids. Since Ala, Gly and Ser are the amino acids that have smaller molar volumes 
among all 15 amino acids in the spider silk, the crystallinity calculated based on the mo-
lar percent of the three amino acids should be equivalent to a smaller value if it is con-
verted to the by-volume percentage. Compare to the previous results for BW and NC 
dragline silks [24, 31], there is not direct correlation that can be found between the per-
cent of crystallinity and a certain parameter in mechanical properties. 
According to our amino acid analysis result (Table 4.2), there is 3.0±0.2 % of 
proline within the Green Lynx dragline silk proteins. When the silk proteins were further 
13C enriched by feeding the spiders with 13C labeled Pro solution, the distinct 13C correla-
tion pattern for Pro can be observed in the 2D 13C-13C DARR spectrum. This result con-
firms the presence of Pro in the GL dragline silk. Additionally, intermolecular correlation 
between Pro Cα and Ser Cα can be observed with 1 s mixing time in the DARR spectrum 
(Figure 4.5C) but no correlation between Pro Cα and Gly Cα can be seen, indicating there 
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may be no GPGXX motif in the GL silk protein [23]. Although Pro may not be in the 
GPGXX motif, its 13C chemical shifts still indicate that Pro is in the type II β-turn struc-
ture [61, 62]. Since the GPGXX motif is more conserve in the Orbiculariae spiders, the 
lack of GPGXX motif in the GL silk implies the immature evolution of the turn structure 
in spider silks. The relationship between proline content and mechanical properties has 
been well demonstrated [49, 63]. The stress-strain curve for the supercontracted dragline 
silk from Peucetia rubrolineata spiders [46] (a close sibling to the GL spiders) can be 
well fit into the stress-strain curve pattern [49] based on 3 % of Pro content in the silk. 
Therefore, Pro is still a key amino acid in determining the physical properties of spider 
silks. 
The GL spiders along with the RTA clade that they belong to are considered to 
have only one type of spidroin (MaSp1) in their dragline silk [45-48]. However, the 
amount of Pro found in the dragline silk cannot be explained by the small amount of Pro 
in the terminal region of the MaSp1 sequence (Figure 4.8). Therefore, the result strongly 
indicates that there is a second spidroin (MaSp2) in the dragline silk, which has been 
overlooked. Using the percentages of Pro within the MaSp2 proteins of several Orbicu-
lariae spiders, the percentage of MaSp2 in the GL dragline silk is estimated to be ~22-
35%. The ratio of the MaSp1 and MaSp2 in GL dragline silk should be very close to that 
of the NC and BW dragline silks. The two spidroins, besides proline content, are essen-
tially similar. They share similar amino acid motifs and molecular architecture [33, 45], 
and the mechanical properties of spider silks can be achieved theoretically with only one 
of the two spidroins. However, the slight difference in the mechanical properties of the 
two spidroins [26] ensures the spiders can tailor the physical properties of their silk fibers 
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to adapt to the changes of environment by varying the ratio of the two spidroins. Since 
GL spiders are a more ancient species than the Orbiculariaes, it seems that the spiders 
realized the benefits of using two spidroins in their silk much earlier than we thought. 
The picture of how the two spidroins correlate and interact with each other still remains 
unclear but very intriguing. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The secondary structure of the Green Lynx spider dragline silk protein was char-
acterized by WAXD and solid-state NMR spectroscopy. β-sheet nanocrystallites were 
observed to be embedded in the amorphous region by WAXD and size of the crystals is 
determined to be 2.5 nm, 3.3 nm and 3.8 nm in three dimensions. Both crystalline and 
amorphous regions were found to be highly oriented and aligned parallel to the dragline 
silk fiber. The solid-state NMR data indicated that Ala, Gly and Ser are incorporated into 
both β-sheet and helical structures. The percentages of each amino acid in β-sheet con-
formation were calculated by fitting the carbonyl region of the fully relaxed 13C direct 
NMR spectrum. 78 % of Ala, 38 % of Gly and 42 % of Ser were determined to be in β-
sheet secondary structure. It agrees with the theoretical prediction based on the primary 
amino acid sequence of the silk protein. Therefore, a quantitative correlation between the 
secondary structures and primary amino acid sequence was established. Furthermore, 3.0 % 
of Pro was detected in the GL dragline silk and chemical shift analysis indicated that Pro 
is in β-turn conformation. The large amount of Pro in the dragline silk implies the possi-
ble existence of a second silk protein, MaSp2. Further, detailed structural information at 
the molecular level was revealed for the dragline silk protein of a spider in the RTA clade. 
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Green Lynx dragline silk presents a molecular architecture very similar with that from 
Orbiculariaes spiders. 
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5.5 Supplementary Materials 
NMR Amino Acid Analysis. The NMR amino acid analysis was done using 
previously described method. 2 mg of natural abundance GL dragline silk was soaked in 
6 M HCl solution in a 25 ml glass tube for hydrolysis. Following degassing and flame 
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sealing, the glass tube was then heated in oven at 108 °C for 2 days. The remaining 
solution was rotary-evaporated to remove all water and HCl, then the sample was 
dissolved in 700 µl 99.9% D2O from Cambridge Isotopes for 1H NMR experiment. 1D 
solution-state 1H NMR experiment of the sample was collected at 298 K on the Varian 
VNMRS 500 MHz spectrometer equipped with a HCN triple resonance probe with z-axis 
gradients. A sweep width of 8012.8 Hz with 16 k points was collected and 16 transients 
were averaged with 10 s recycle delay for the 1H spectrum. The data was processed with 
a 0.2 Hz Lorentzian apodization and 2 times of zero filling. The 1D 1H NMR spectrum 
was assigned with the aid of a 2D 1H-1H COrrelation SpectroscopY (COSY) NMR 
spectrum. And the peaks for each amino acid were integrated using Vnmrj 4.0 and the 
peak integrals were used to calculate the molar percentages. 
Table 4.2. Amino acid composition (molar percentage) of Peucetia viridans spider major ampul-
late silk from fitting the 1H NMR spectrum of hydrolyzed silk. Glx represents glutamine and glu-
tamate; Asx represents aspartate and aspartic acid. 
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Figure 4.9. 1H solution-state NMR spectrum of hydrolyzed Peucetia viridans spider major am-
pullate silk. (A) Full spectrum; (B) aromatic region; (C) backbone region and (D) side chain re-
gion. 
 
Figure 4.10. SEM image of the minor ampullate silk from Peucetia viridans spider. The diameter 
of the minor silk is ~ 200 nm, which is much narrower than the major ampullate silk. 
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Figure 4.11. 2D 13C-13C through-bond double quantum/single quantum (DQ/SQ) refocused IN-
ADEQUATE NMR spectra of U-[13C, 15N]-L-proline labeled Peucetia viridans spider wet major 
ampullate silk with 1 s (left) and 3 s (right) recycle delays. 	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CHAPTER 5 
Study of the Spider Silk Proteins inside Major Ampullate Glands Using Diffusion NMR  
5.1 Introduction 
Spider silk is a biopolymer with outstanding mechanical properties [1-3]. Inspired 
by the natural material, scientists from multiple disciplines have endeavored towards the 
ultimate goal of producing synthetic materials based on the design of spider silk [4]. As a 
model material, the strongest dragline silk (major ampullate silk) comprises two proteins, 
major ampullate spidroin 1 and 2 (MaSp1 and MaSp2). The two proteins are known with 
enormous molecular weight over 250 kDa. Sharing similar molecular architectures, ~ 90 % 
of the two proteins are both highly repetitive while the two termini are well conserved 
across species but non-repetitive [5-7]. The protein structures in the silk fiber have been 
investigated in the past decades [5-22]. Secondary structures including β-sheet, helical 
and β-turn structures have been identified for amino acid motifs in the silk proteins by 
solid-state NMR. Meanwhile, X-ray diffraction data provide evidence that the β-sheet 
structures form nanocrystals and are aligned parallel to the spider silk fiber axis. 
With the assistance of the molecular structural information on spider silk proteins, 
considerable progress has been made toward producing synthetic spider silk fibers [23-
25]. However, the mechanical properties of the synthetic fibers still fall short when com-
pared to the native fibers. To overcome this problem, studies have been done on the ini-
tial state of the spider silk proteins stored inside the silk glands. Data from NMR and 
Raman spectroscopy strongly suggest that the backbone of the silk proteins is completely 
unfolded and the backbone dynamics are exceptionally fast on a sub-nanosecond time 
scale [26-30].  
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A few models have been proposed to explain the spinning process in spider silk 
glands. Since the silk proteins are amphiphilic molecules with hydrophilic regions and 
hydrophobic regions interleaved with each other, it is reasonable to propose that the silk 
proteins can form large assemblies within the silk glands like liquid crystalline or mi-
celles [31, 32]. As larger silk protein assemblies are passed through the duct region, high-
er order alignment takes place and leads to the near perfect orientation of β-sheet 
nanostructure with respect to the fiber axis. Recently, the recombinant termini of spider 
silk proteins were found to be well structured and the phenomenon of termini dimeriza-
tion was observed in vitro [33-36]. This result provided one possible molecular mecha-
nism for the self-assembly of spider silk. 
In order to observe whether there are large assemblies of the silk proteins with un-
folded backbones, the translational diffusion coefficient for the native silk proteins within 
Black Widow spider major ampullate glands was measured by NMR diffusion experi-
ments. The diffusion coefficients were obtained from the 1H NMR signal of four amino 
acids: Ala, Gln, Gly and Tyr, which are evenly distributed throughout the silk protein 
molecules. The silk protein diffusion measured with increasing delta, the time in which 
diffusion occurs, decays with increasing delta suggesting the diffusion of silk proteins is 
restricted within the silk glands [37-40]. The abnormal behavior of diffusion of the silk 
proteins observed from NMR experiments indicates the possible existence of large pre-
assemblies inside the silk glands. 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Sample preparation 
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Mature female Latrodectus hesperus (Black Widow) spiders were dissected under 
an optical microscope in ultra-pure water. For diffusion measurements on the intact silk 
glands, 8 to 10 major ampullate silk glands were extracted from the spiders’ abdomen 
followed by rinsing. The tail and duct regions were carefully removed with only the bulk 
non-structured silk proteins inside the lumen region left for NMR experiments. All glands 
were transferred into a 5 mm Shigemi NMR tube filled with pH = 7.0 buffer solution 
(99.9 % D2O) with 10 mM of sodium formate (pH indicator) and 0.02 % (by wt.) sodium 
azide to prevent bacteria growth. To prepare silk protein solutions, the membranes of the 
silk glands were carefully removed and the inside silk dope was dissolved in 4 M urea in 
99.9 % D2O solution for 4 hours. The remaining concentration of the silk protein solution 
was determined by BCA assay. Then silk protein solution samples were prepared with 
specific concentrations (1, 4, 7, 10 mg/ml) by diluting the stock solution with 4 M urea. 
For calibration of the NMR diffusion probe, a sample of pure anhydrous glycerol was 
prepared in a 5 mm NMR tube and flame sealed inside a N2 glove box (Figure 5.5). Buff-
er salts and glycerol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, D2O is from Cambridge Iso-
tope Laboratories, Inc., the BCA assay kit was purchased from Thermo Scientific. All 
chemical reagents were used as received. 
5.2.2 NMR experiments 
Diffusion NMR experiments were collected on a Varian VNMRS 800 MHz spec-
trometer equipped with a diffusion probe with z-axis pulse field gradient from Doty Sci-
entific. 1H Diffusion measurements were achieved by applying the bipolar pulse pair 
stimulated echo NMR experiment [41, 42]. The theoretical pulse field gradient output for 
the diffusion probe is 30 T/m. The probe was calibrated using the dry glycerol sample 
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(Figure 5.5). The calibrated temperature was 26 °C and the corresponding diffusion coef-
ficient for glycerol used is 2.50×10-12 m2/s [41]. The gradient pulse (δ) was set to 1 ms 
and the delay (∆) between two bipolar gradient pulses is 50 ms. 20 experiments were col-
lected with an array of the gradient levels (0.64 T/m to 12.73 T/m). 
For 1H diffusion measurements on silk proteins, the experiments were carried out 
at 23 °C (the difference of the calibration from 3 °C was neglected). The general experi-
ment parameters used are: spectrum width of 9615.4 Hz, 32 transients, 10 s of recycle 
delay, 2.45 s of acquisition time, δ = 1 ms, ∆ = 50 ms and gradient levels from 0.64 T/m 
to 12.73 T/m. When arraying the diffusion delay ∆, other parameters were kept constant 
with ∆ ranging from 25 ms to 500 ms with 25 ms increments. The diffusion coefficient 
change through time was tracked for 36 hours with 2 hours of sampling intervals. One 
dimensional (1D) 1H NMR spectrum from diffusion experiments were assigned based on 
previous results [29, 30] and the 1H peaks from Ala Hβ, Gln Hγ, Gly Hα and Tyr Hδ were 
selected for diffusion calculations as they can be easily distinguished from other peaks. 
The diffusion calculation was done using the following equation: [41] 𝑙𝑛[𝑆(2𝜏)] = 𝑙𝑛[𝑆(0)]   − 𝛾!𝛿!𝐷(Δ− 𝛿 3)𝐺!                                                 Equation 5.1 
where 𝑆(2𝜏) is the signal intensity after the second bipolar gradient pulse and 𝑆(0) is the 
theoretical signal intensity before applying the first bipolar gradient pulse, 𝛾 is the gyro-
magnetic ratio of 1H, 𝐷 is the translational diffusion coefficient and 𝐺 is the gradient 
pulse strength. From a plot of the natural log of the peak integral (𝑙𝑛[𝑆(2𝜏)]) vs. the cor-
responding gradient strength square (𝐺!), the diffusion coefficient (𝐷) can be calculated 
via the slope of the linear regression. NMR spectra were processed using Vnmrj 4.2 and 
exported as ASCII data format. The ASCII data was then analyzed using home-made 
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scripts in Matlab 2013b. The hydrodynamic radius of the silk protein in 4 M urea was 
estimated using Stoke-Einstein equation, 𝐷 = 𝑘𝑇/6𝜋𝜂𝑟!, where 𝑘 is the Boltzmann con-
stant, 𝜂 is the viscosity of 4 M urea (1.085 × 10-4 Pa∙ s) [43] and 𝑟! is the hydrodynamic 
radius. The hydrodynamic radius was also estimated from a semi-empirical equation 
based on residue number, 𝑟! = (2.21± 1.07)𝑁!.!"±!.!"  [44]. The mean square dis-
placement in z-axis was estimated by 2𝐷Δ. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Results 
The 1H diffusion coefficient of silk protein within the major ampullate glands was 
measured by the bipolar pulse gradient stimulated echo NMR pulse sequence with an ar-
ray of 1H NMR spectra collected. Figure 5.1A provides the first spectrum of the array 
where only 0.64 T/m of gradient strength was applied. The spectrum shows relatively 
strong signal for the silk proteins while the signal from the small molecules like H2O and 
sodium formate is already decayed significantly at this level of gradient. This clearly il-
lustrates the necessity for carrying out diffusion measurements of the silk proteins with a 
molecular weight of 250 to over 300 kDa using a liquid NMR probe with a gradient 
strength one magnitude higher than the normal liquid probe with pulse field gradient 
(usually ~ 1 T/m). Since the diffusion coefficients of molecules decrease with the in-
crease of their molecular weight, higher gradient level is required to provide adequate 
level of signal decays to more accurately extract the slope of the decay, which contains 
the diffusion coefficient. The 1D 1H NMR spectrum can be assigned with previous data 
[29, 30]. Four 1H peaks from four individual residues were selected to probe the diffusion 
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coefficients of the silk proteins, which are Ala Hβ, Gln Hγ, Gly Hα and Tyr Hδ. As shown in 
Figure 5.1B, 
 
Figure 5.1. (A) 1H diffusion NMR spectrum of silk proteins within Black Widow major ampul-
late glands at a gradient strength of 0.64 T/m. (B) Stack plot of all 1H NMR spectra collected dur-
ing the diffusion measurement, gradient strength arraying from 0.64 T/m to 12.73 T/m. 
with the increase of the applied gradient pulse, the peak intensities of the silk proteins 
decay accordingly. And the diffusion coefficients for the four residues were calculated to 
be 1.3, 1.1, 1.0 and 1.5 (×10-12 m-2/s), respectively from the linear regression of the plot 
shown in Figure 5.2. The Tyr side chain diffuses relatively faster than the other three res-
idues. 
The diffusion coefficients of the silk protein within silk glands is 3 orders of mag-
nitude smaller than that of H2O molecules illustrating that the NMR diffusion experiment 
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is adequate for large biopolymers like silk proteins. Since the diffusion coefficient is cor-
related with the size of the molecule, it is possible to estimate the hydrodynamic radius  
 
Figure 5.2. Curve fits (solid lines) of the Ala Hβ (black), Gln Hγ (red), Gly Hα (blue), Tyr Hδ (green) 
peaks as assigned in Figure 5.1A. 
of the silk proteins from the measured diffusion coefficient. The silk glands were dis-
solved in 4 M urea and a series of silk protein solutions were prepared with known con-
centrations. The resulting diffusion coefficients were plotted against the corresponding 
concentrations in Figure 5.3. A prefect linear trend was observed from the plot and the 
diffusion at extreme dilution (lim ! !! 𝐷) was extrapolated to 10.7×10-12 m2/s from the 
linear regression. From the Stokes-Einstein equation, the hydrodynamic radius of silk 
proteins was estimated to be 18.7 nm. The result is consistent with the hydrodynamic ra-
dius estimated from the number of residues for Black Widow spider MaSp proteins, 
which is 22.2 nm [44]. 
The diffusion coefficients of the silk proteins within the major glands were also 
measured with arraying diffusion delays. As shown in Figure 5.4A, with the increase of 
diffusion delay applied, the measured diffusion coefficient decays accordingly. All ob-
served residues behave similarly with one magnitude decrease in diffusion coefficients 
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Figure 5.3. The diffusion coefficients for the silk protein solution in 4M urea are plotted with the 
corresponding protein concentrations (open circles). The curve fit (solid line) was applied on the 
data and ideal linear relationship was observed. 
with the diffusion delay ranging from 25 ms to 500 ms. For each data point obtained, the 
corresponding mean square displacements (MSD) were calculated. Figure 5.4B shows 
that with the increase of the diffusion delays, the observed MSD stay relatively constant 
at 1.27, 1.16, 1.07 and 1.42 (×10-13 m2) for Ala Hβ, Gln Hγ, Gly Hα and Tyr Hδ, respective-
ly. The mean distances for the residues to diffuse are nearly independent of the diffusion 
time. The calculated mean diffusion distances in z direction are 0.36, 0.34, 0.33 and 0.38 µμm. 
The diffusion coefficients change within 24 hours were recorded and shown in 
Figure 5.6. It can be seen that the silk proteins remain stable in terms of diffusion coeffi-
cient within 24 hours. The diffusion coefficients for silk proteins in 4M urea were meas-
ured with increasing diffusion delays, however, no trend of decay can be observed in 
Figure 5.7 for the measured diffusion coefficient. Similar measurement was done on pure 
H2O sample in a Shigemi tube with the H2O solvent being confined within 2 mm space 
by adjusting the inner plug of Shigemi tube. As shown in Figure 5.8, a linear trend of de- 
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Figure 5.4. The dependence of the diffusion coefficients (A) and mean square displacement (B) 
for silk protein within the BW spider major glands on the diffusion delay (Δ). 
crease of the measured diffusion coefficient of H2O with the increase of diffusion delay, 
however, the decrease is much less profound than that observed for silk proteins within 
major glands. 
5.3.2 Discussion 
As discussed in our previous work [30] and chapter 2 and 3, the backbones of the 
silk proteins present in a completely unfolded state while being stored in the silk glands. 
Therefore, the diffusion motions of the silk proteins inside glands are more close to the 
polymer diffusion where polymer chains are extended with segmental motions as the 
dominating motions. In other words, the diffusion coefficient measured within the intact 
glands is the segment chain diffusion rather than the diffusion of the entire silk proteins. 
It can be supported by comparison between the diffusion measurements on intact glands 
and silk protein solutions. In 4M urea, at a concentration of 10 mg/ml or below, the silk 
proteins are far more diluted than being stored in silk glands where the silk protein con-
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centration is ~ 250 to 500 mg/ml. Thus, the diffusion measured in 4M urea is the diffu-
sion of the entire silk protein molecules, which is also indicated by the perfect linear con-
centration dependence in Figure 5.3. From the plot in Figure 5.3, the estimated concentra-
tion for the silk proteins within glands based on its diffusion coefficient is 15.7 mg/ml, 
which is much smaller than the real protein concentration. Therefore, it is only the seg-
mental diffusion that was measured from the diffusion experiments on the silk glands. 
The segment chain diffusion explains the difference in measured diffusion coefficient for 
each residue, since the averaged segmental environments for each residue in the silk pro-
teins are slightly different. As a comparison, the diffusion coefficients of all residues 
measured in 4M urea silk protein solution are reasonably close (data no shown). 
It is very interesting to observe the dependence of the segmental diffusion coeffi-
cient on the diffusion delay (Figure 5.4A) since for a normal free diffusion, such depend-
ence should not exist. From the result shown in Figure 5.6, it is apparent that the depend-
ence is not caused by the aggregation of the silk protein with increasing experiment time. 
In 4M urea, the delta dependence disappears, which indicates that segmental diffusion 
only exists in the native silk glands where the protein concentration is high. Meanwhile, 
the results in Figure 5.7 also show evidence that the dependence does not originate from 
any spin relaxation during longer diffusion delays.  
Therefore, the decay of measured diffusion coefficients can only be explained by 
the restricted diffusion of the biopolymer chains [37-40]. Because the diffusion of the 
segments is restricted, within longer diffusion delay, the real distance for the segments to 
diffuse is constrained by restriction forces. The restriction results in smaller diffusion dis-
tance than that in free diffusion and thus leads to the decay of measured diffusion coeffi-
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cient. The restriction of diffusion can be explained by either physical confinement of the 
molecules or the interactions between molecules. Since the silk proteins are enclosed by 
the cell membranes outside the intact glands, it is necessary to discuss the confinement 
from the intact membrane. The diffusion coefficient of H2O molecules in a confined 
space (~ 2 mm) was measured with increasing diffusion delays (Figure 5.8). Although the 
corresponding trend of decreasing diffusion coefficients was obtained, the trend is more 
linear and less significant compared to the silk proteins in glands. Considering that H2O 
diffuse much faster than silk proteins, within similar diffusion delays, the same spatial 
confinement should have more intense effect on the diffusion of H2O than silk proteins. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the restriction detected for silk proteins is from the 
interactions between protein chains. It has been reported that the N- and C-termini of the 
recombinant spider silk proteins are well structured in a helical bundle conformation [33, 
35]. The structured N-terminals are further shown to form dimers at low pH condition 
(pH = 6) without the presence of salt. When treated with a condition with pH = 7.4 and 
200 mM of NaCl, the termini exist as monomers [36, 45, 46]. In order to test whether the 
restriction is caused by the dimerization of the termini of the native silk proteins, the dif-
fusion coefficients for the spider silk proteins at pH = 7.4 with 200 mM NaCl as well as 
at pH 6.0 without NaCl were measured separately with increasing diffusion delays. As 
shown in Figure 5.9, the decay of diffusion coefficients were observed for both condi-
tions, however, the two trends decay in a nearly identical way. The result suggests that 
the restriction is also not caused by the dimerization of the terminal domains. 
Due to the high concentration of silk proteins inside glands and their biopolymer 
nature, it is highly possible that restriction is caused by the entanglement of the polymer 
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chain [37, 38]. Since each silk protein molecule is a long but unstructured chain, when 
being stored in a crowded way, the biopolymer chains are entangled and the diffusion of 
the segments is restricted by other chains. The entanglement should serve as a protection 
mechanism to prevent the premature aggregation of the silk proteins. From our previous 
results, the acid-induced assembly of the silk proteins within silk glands takes a relatively 
long time period to initiate the rapid assembly (see Chapter 3). The delayed time period 
before rapid silk assembly may be caused by the entanglement of the silk protein chain. 
When lowering the silk protein concentration by dissolving the silk gland in aqueous so-
lutions, the effect of entanglement disappears and leads to shorter time to assemble. 
The mean square displacements calculated in Figure 5.4B indicate the distance of 
diffusion for the segments in silk proteins is independent of the time of diffusion. In other 
words, the segment diffusion of the silk proteins is constrained to a certain physical di-
mension and cannot diffuse out of it. The averaged diffusion distance from the four resi-
dues is 0.35 µμm. One possible model to explain the results above is the silk proteins form 
larger assemblies in the silk glands with the backbone unstructured. The translational dif-
fusion of the assembly is highly restricted but within the assembly, the fixed distance of 
350 nm for segments to diffuse reflects the diameter of gyration of the assembly [47]. 
5.4 Conclusions 
The translational diffusion coefficients of the segments in spider silk proteins 
were measured directly within the native spider major ampullate glands by PFG-STE 
NMR diffusion experiments. The resulting diffusion coefficients for Ala, Gln, Gly and 
Tyr vary slightly, indicating slight differences in the segmental environments of the four 
residues in the silk proteins. The diffusion coefficient for the entire silk proteins is deter-
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mined by dissolving the silk gland in 4M urea and a hydrodynamic radius of 18.7 nm was 
obtained. The calculated radius of the silk proteins agrees with the size of the full-length 
silk proteins. The measured diffusion coefficients for the silk proteins within silk glands 
were observed to decrease with the increase of the diffusion delay applied. The phenom-
enon implies that the diffusion of the silk proteins is restricted by the entanglement of the 
protein chains. Furthermore, the mean square displacement was observed to be independ-
ent of the diffusion delays. The diffusion of the segments of silk proteins was confined by 
a distance of 350 nm, indicating the presence of larger silk protein assemblies existing in 
silk glands. 
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5.7 Supplementary Materials 
 
Figure 5.5. The calibration curves for the two methylene peaks in the 1H NMR spectra of glycer-
ol. The gcal value (conversion between dac to gauss/cm) was calculated for each peak and the 
average value was gcal = 0.1273 gauss/cm/dac. 
	  
Figure 5.6. The diffusion coefficients of BW major gland silk proteins measured from Ala Hβ 
peak through 24 hour from sample preparation. Within 24 hour, the silk proteins inside the silk 
gland were relatively stable with a span of ~ 0.2 x 10-12 (m2/s) in diffusion coefficient (grey area) 
and an average value of 1.3±0.1 x 10-12 (m2/s). 
	  
Figure 5.7. The diffusion coefficients of the silk proteins solution measured at increasing diffu-
sion delay are plotted. The dependence of diffusion coefficient on diffusion delay observed in 
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intact silk gland disappears in the silk protein solution. The biopolymer entanglement was de-
stroyed when being dissolving in 4M urea, therefore, the restriction of diffusion disappeared. 
	  
Figure 5.8. The diffusion coefficients of the H2O in a confined space (~ 2 mm) at increasing dif-
fusion delay are plotted. The decrease of diffusion coefficients is less significant and linear trend. 
	  
Figure 5.9. The diffusion coefficients at increasing diffusion delay for the silk proteins within 
MA glands at pH = 7.4 with 200 mM NaCl and pH =6 without NaCl. The dependences of diffu-
sion coefficients on the diffusion delay for the two conditions are similar, indicating the re-
striction of diffusion is not caused by the dimerization of the termini. 	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